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Abstract

Recent advancements in large language models
(LLMs) have provided a new avenue for chat-
bot development, while most existing research
has primarily centered on single-user chatbots
that focus on deciding "What" to answer after
user inputs. In this paper, we identified that
multi-user chatbots have more complex 3W
design dimensions – "What" to say, "When"
to respond, and "Who" to answer. Addition-
ally, we proposed Multi-User Chat Assistant
(MUCA), which is an LLM-based framework
for chatbots specifically designed for group dis-
cussions. MUCA consists of three main mod-
ules: Sub-topic Generator, Dialog Analyzer,
and Utterance Strategies Arbitrator. These mod-
ules jointly determine suitable response con-
tents, timings, and the appropriate recipients.
To make the optimizing process for MUCA eas-
ier, we further propose an LLM-based Multi-
User Simulator (MUS) that can mimic real user
behavior. This enables faster simulation of
a conversation between the chatbot and sim-
ulated users, making the early development
of the chatbot framework much more efficient.
MUCA demonstrates effectiveness, including
appropriate chime-in timing, relevant content,
and improving user engagement, in group con-
versations with a small to medium number of
participants, as evidenced by case studies and
experimental results from user studies.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the field of chatbot research has
experienced a surge in interest and advancements.
Large language models (LLMs) like GPTs (Ope-
nAI, 2023; Brown et al., 2020; Radford et al.,
2019a) have emerged as a powerful tool for devel-
oping chatbots. Profound research is being con-
ducted on pre-training or fine-tuning LLMs for
task-oriented dialogue systems (Su et al., 2021; He
et al., 2022a). While there is an increasing number

∗All authors contributed equally, and their listing order is
random.

of chatbots designed for single-user interactions, re-
search on chatbots for group conversations remains
limited. This hinders the direct application of LLM-
based chatbots in group conversation scenarios, in-
cluding steering meetings, hosting brainstorming
sessions, and directing debate events.

This paper presents Multi-User Chat Assistant
(MUCA), an LLM-based framework for group con-
versation chatbots which, as far as the authors are
aware of, is the first LLM-based framework dedi-
cated to multi-user conversations. The framework
is composed of three modules that utilize LLMs
with specially crafted prompts. These modules,
namely Sub-topic Generator, Dialog Analyzer, and
Utterance Strategies Arbitrator, work in harmony
to enable efficient and appropriate participation
in group conversations. Unlike single-user chat-
bots that simply determine "What" to answer after
user inputs, multi-user chatbots have 3W (What,
When, Who) design dimensions that we identified
to appropriately determine not only "What" to an-
swer, but also "When" to answer and "Who" to
answer. We demonstrate that many of the chal-
lenges, such as advancing stuck conversation and
managing multi-threaded discussion, that a multi-
user chatbot performs can be mapped to these di-
mensions, and we also provide a set of capabilities
that we implement with our proposed framework.
To enable fast iteration and development of the pro-
posed MUCA framework, we also formulate an
LLM-based Multi-User Simulator (MUS) that im-
proves over time with human-in-the-loop feedback.

The effectiveness of the proposed MUCA frame-
work has been demonstrated through both case stud-
ies and user studies. The MUCA is not only quan-
titatively evaluated through calculations of user
engagement, conversation evenness, and opinion
consensus, but also subjectively evaluated by users
from the perspectives of efficiency, conciseness,
and usefulness. From the obtained experimental re-
sults, we can find the proposed MUCA framework
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can usually outperform a baseline framework.
The highlights of our work are as follows.

• We propose an LLM-based Multi-user Chat
Assistant (MUCA) framework based on the
3W (What, When, Who) design dimensions.
MUCA consists of three key modules: Sub-
topic Generator, Dialog Analyzer, and Utter-
ance Strategies Arbitrator. These modules
collaborate to perform tasks that enhance the
multi-user chat experience.

• We propose an LLM-based user simulator
(MUS) to facilitate the optimizing process
for MUCA. MUS is programmed to mimic
real user behavior, enabling the simulation
of a dialogue as multiple agents interact with
each other by incorporating the "human-in-
the-loop" concept.

• We provide an in-depth evaluation of MUCA
using case studies and user studies in various
discussion tasks and group sizes. Our pro-
posed MUCA significantly improves over a
baseline chatbot in goal-oriented communica-
tion tasks such as decision-making, problem-
solving, and open discussions. User studies
revealed a strong preference for MUCA over
the baseline chatbot in enhancing chatting effi-
ciency and facilitating brainstorming sessions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we review the prior research in single-
user and multi-user chatbots including reinforce-
ment learning and LLMs. In Section 3, we firstly
propose 3W (What, When, Who) design dimensions
and then dive into the details of the MUCA frame-
work and MUS design. In Section 4 through case
studies and user studies, we showcase the effective-
ness of MUCA in handling group chats of varying
sizes and with different discussion tasks. This is
followed by limitation and future work discussion
in Section 5. We conclude this paper in Section 6.

2 Related Work

In recent years, there has been a surge of interest
in chatbot research. Integration of reinforcement
learning (RL) techniques into chatbot has been stud-
ied extensively (Tran and Le, 2023; Li et al., 2016;
Sankar and Ravi, 2019; Jhan et al., 2021; Hancock
et al., 2019; See and Manning, 2021; Thosani et al.,
2020; Kim et al., 2020b; Su et al., 2015; Kreutzer
et al., 2021; Jaques et al., 2019; Kwan et al., 2023;
Graßl, 2019). The RL process focuses on an agent

analyzing user responses, identifying positive sig-
nals, and recognizing behavioral patterns. By learn-
ing from diverse interactions, the agent develops
policies that guide situation-dependent behavior.
Deep RL methods such as Q-learning, DQN, policy
gradient, and off-policy reinforce improve perfor-
mance (Yu et al., 2016, 2017; Papaioannou et al.,
2017; Li et al., 2018; Williams and Zweig, 2016;
Serban et al., 2017). However, training data is lim-
ited due to the need for human involvement. Con-
versely, recent advancements in LLMs, particularly
with the emergence of GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023), offer
a novel approach to developing chatbots. However,
without appropriate "prompts", these models may
exhibit unintended behaviors, such as fabricating
facts, producing biased or harmful text, or not ad-
hering to user instructions (OpenAI, 2023; Tamkin
et al., 2021; Markov et al., 2023). To address these
issues, our proposed MUCA framework utilizes
hierarchical prompting and chain-of-thoughts (Wei
et al., 2022), detailed in Section 3.

Conversational models with LLMs can gener-
ally be classified into two categories: open-domain
and task-oriented models (Young et al., 2013;
Budzianowski and Vulić, 2019). Open-domain
models are typically trained to respond appropri-
ately to a wide range of input contexts, resulting
in an agent capable of interacting with users in di-
verse scenarios. On the other hand, task-oriented
models are specifically designed to assist users in
accomplishing certain goals.

LLMs have demonstrated remarkable perfor-
mance across various tasks. They are typically
pre-trained on large amounts of data and fine-tuned
with human-curated data through supervised learn-
ing and reinforcement learning approaches. Some
of the recent work including GPT models (Ope-
nAI, 2023; Ouyang et al., 2022; Brown et al., 2020;
Radford et al., 2019b), Gemini (Team et al., 2023),
LLaMa2 (Touvron et al., 2023), PaLM2 (Anil et al.,
2023), Bloom (Scao et al., 2022) and LaMDa
(Thoppilan et al., 2022). Some of the recent ver-
sions of these models, such as GPT-4, have shown
promising results as conversational agents. De-
spite the overall good performance of these models
across multiple tasks on text generation, there are
still continuing efforts to improve them for specific
scenarios (Chen et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2023b).

Task-Oriented Dialogue Models: Fine-tuning
or pre-training LLMs for task-oriented dialogue
systems has been studied extensively. For exam-
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ple, (Budzianowski and Vulić, 2019; Hosseini-Asl
et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2021) fine-tuned GPT-2
on dialogue data as conversational models. (Su
et al., 2021) reformulated the sub-tasks of task-
oriented dialogue as text-to-text tasks and presented
a new model called PPTOD, by pre-training the T5
model on a unified multi-turn dialogue corpora.
(Wang et al., 2022a) introduced additional mod-
ules to GPT-2 to achieve better performance on
transfer learning and dialogue entity generation.
(He et al., 2022b) proposed the GALAXY model,
which incorporates dialogue policy knowledge into
model pre-training through semi-supervised learn-
ing. (He et al., 2022a) presented SPACE2 trained
on limited labeled and large amounts of unlabeled
dialogue data using semi-supervised contrastive
pre-training. Our MUCA framework is based on
prompting methods without the need for model
training and data collection. It is task-oriented but
not limited to closed-domain knowledge.

Prompting has been one of the most effective
methods for enhancing LLMs performance. (Wei
et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022b; Yao et al., 2023;
Wang et al., 2023) presented methods such as chain-
of-thoughts, self-consistency, and tree of thoughts
prompting framework to instruct LLMs in enhanc-
ing their thinking and planning processes. This,
in turn, improves the quality and accuracy of the
model’s responses. (Lu et al., 2023; Lewis et al.,
2020) proposed a framework for retrieving exter-
nal knowledge as part of the prompt to expand
or update LLMs’ knowledge base to answer ques-
tions more accurately. (Wu et al., 2023a; Liang
et al., 2023) proposed a multi-agent framework
that deployed multiple LLMs as agents to collabo-
ratively solve tasks. In (Lee et al., 2023), a modular
prompted chatbot, utilizing LLMs and incorporat-
ing techniques such as chain-of-thoughts, few-shot
learning, and memory storing, was proposed to
facilitate long open-domain conversations. Our
proposed MUCA framework incorporates several
prompting techniques, including chain-of-thoughts
and zero-shot learning, to effectively comprehend
user intent and generate accurate utterances.

User Simulator: The majority of prior research
has focused on creating a user simulator to en-
gage with the system or environment. This sim-
ulator is used to collect an extensive array of sim-
ulated user experiences. There are two primary
approaches: agenda-based and data-driven (Kwan
et al., 2023). The agenda-based simulator main-

tains a user agenda stack with all the necessary
information following pre-defined rules (Schatz-
mann et al., 2007). Using a sequence-to-sequence
framework, the data-driven simulator generates
user responses based on the given dialogue context
(Schatzmann et al., 2006). Creating user simulators
involves various methods, but evaluating their qual-
ity is challenging as it’s hard to accurately reflect
user behavior. We implemented a data-driven user
simulator (MUS) for MUCA to generate diverse
simulated user utterances.

Multi-user Conversational Model: The ma-
jority of chatbot research primarily concentrates
on single-user interactions, characterized by well-
defined conversation structures that consist of adja-
cency pairs (Schegloff, 1968), which guide the tim-
ing and content of the chatbot’s responses. Besides,
it is common for chatbots to respond by asking
the user questions and steering the conversation in
various directions in the single-user setting, a con-
cept known as mixed initiative (Walker and Whit-
taker, 1990). However, in multi-user environments,
mixed initiative often leads to uneven participa-
tion and inefficient discussion, as the conversation
tends to oscillate between only a few participants
or, in some cases, just one participant and the chat-
bot. Designing chatbots for multi-user scenarios
presents a more significant challenge, as the design
paradigm must not only determine the response
content but also the proper timing and intended
recipient of the response. Despite the complexity,
there have been a limited number of studies ex-
ploring multi-user scenarios, with some focusing
on the development of effective communication
strategies. (Do et al., 2022) proposed communica-
tion strategies for balanced participation, (Wagner
et al., 2022) proposed four moderation strategies
for planning and negotiating joint appointments.
(Kim et al., 2020a) proposed four features, such as
organizing members’ opinions, to facilitate group
chat discussion. Our proposed MUCA framework
aims to interact with multiple users in a single dia-
logue session. The focus is on creating a framework
that enables existing LLMs to function effectively
in multi-user scenarios.

3 Multi-User Chat Assistant (MUCA)
Framework

In this section, we begin with a discussion on 3W
(What, When, Who) design dimensions for multi-
user chatbots. We then describe some of the chal-
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lenges our proposed chatbot aims to overcome, and
how these challenges relate to the 3W dimensions.
Next, we dive into the details of the major mod-
ules of our proposed Multi-User Chat Assistant
(MUCA) framework. We also introduce our LLM-
based user simulator (MUS), which can mimic hu-
man behaviors in multi-user experimentation, al-
lowing us to iterate MUCA more efficiently.

3.1 Design Dimensions and Challenges

Tasks considered in this paper are neither required
nor exhaustive, and can be very different from di-
verse roles that a chatbot assumes. In this study,
we focus on a multi-user chatbot that serves as a
supportive assistant, similar to previous rule-based
multi-party/multi-user chatbots designed to facil-
itate group interactions (Cranshaw et al., 2017;
Avula et al., 2018; Toxtli et al., 2018).

3.1.1 3W Design Dimensions
Design considerations for chatbots can vary sig-
nificantly based on the specific scenarios and re-
quirements. A chatbot developed for a single-user
setting may differ substantially from one designed
for multi-user chats. Similarly, a chatbot designed
to facilitate official meetings might be quite dis-
tinct from one intended for casual conversations.
Nevertheless, despite these varying scenarios, we
believe that most design factors can be categorized
under one or more of the three "W" dimensions,
or 3W (What, When, Who) dimensions, which we
elaborate further in this section.

Conversations involving a single user typically
exhibit a well-defined structure, such as adjacency
pairs – each being two consecutive utterances with
the first one anticipating a specific response from
the second one (Schegloff, 1968). Examples in-
clude questions expecting answers and proposals
anticipating acceptance or rejection. This type of
structure significantly alleviates the design burden
of single-user chatbots as it can help instruct the
timing and the content of chatbots’ subsequent re-
sponses. Thus, the primary metric for designing
single-user chatbots has often focused on the qual-
ity of their responses, or "What" in the 3W dimen-
sions (Yu et al., 2016, 2017; Tran and Le, 2023).

Designing chatbots for multiple users is gener-
ally more challenging than for a single user, which
can be considered as a special case of the multi-
user scenario. In the context of a multi-user chat
scenario, the design paradigm must not only deter-
mine the content of the response ("What"), but also

• Uneven Participation 
(lurker)

• Stuck Conversation

• Conflicting Viewpoints
   

• Multi-threaded 
Discussion

Figure 1: An example snippet for a group chat. Four key
challenges are shown in this multi-user environment:
uneven participation, stuck conversation, conflicting
viewpoints, and multi-threaded discussions.

the appropriate timing of the response ("When")
and the intended recipient of the response ("Who").
These 3W dimensions are elaborated as follows:

• Content Intelligence ("What"): Determin-
ing what to respond is very important in the
design of both single-user and multi-user chat-
bots. However, this dimension is considerably
more complex for a multi-user chatbot, as it
may need to manage tasks such as conflict res-
olution, multi-threaded discussions with mul-
tiple users, and uneven participation. These
tasks are less frequently encountered or are
easier to handle for single-user chatbots.

• Timing Intelligence ("When"): Unlike the
case in a single-user setting where the chat-
bot usually responds after every user input,
a multi-user chatbot needs to exhibit appro-
priate timing. Therefore, a decision-making
process is needed to determine the right timing
to chime in or keep silent, thereby avoiding
over-responding and insufficient engagement.

• Recipient Intelligence ("Who"): A multi-
user chatbot should have a decision-making
mechanism, which could leverage the analysis
of the conversation records, to determine the
recipient of its responses, such as a specific
group of participants, unspecified participants,
or all participants.

3.1.2 Design Challenges
While chatbots with different purposes face various
challenges and tasks, we believe that most of these
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Participation 
Encouragement

Participation 
Encouragement

Initiative 
Summarization

Initiative 
Summarization

Sub-topic 
Transition
Sub-topic 
Transition

In-context 
Chime-in

In-context 
Chime-in

Keep SilentKeep Silent

Direct ChattingDirect Chatting

Conflict 
Resolution

Conflict 
Resolution

Timing 
Intelligence

(When)

Timing 
Intelligence

(When)

Recipient
Intelligence

(Who)

Content 
Intelligence

(What)

Content 
Intelligence

(What)

Bipartite Graphs

Design Dimensions

Dialog Acts

Stuck 
Conversation 

Advancement

Multi-threaded 
Discussion 

Management

Responsiveness 
Requirement

Participation 
Evenness

Conflict 
Resolution

Challenges

Figure 2: Bipartite relation graphs between challenges,
design dimensions, and designed dialog acts.

can be mapped onto at least one of the three "W"
design dimensions. This study aims to create a
framework for multi-user chatbots, which can be
applied to various real-world tasks. Here, we list
some of the challenges that our framework attempts
to address (as shown in Figure 1), and how they are
associated with the 3W dimensions (as shown in
Figure 2). As we will see later in the paper, some
tasks, which are simpler in single-user cases, can
be far more complex in multi-user scenarios.

• Stuck Conversation Advancement: It is
closely related to the dimensions of "When"
and "What". If a conversation is stuck and
cannot progress due to reasons like partici-
pants requiring suggestions, MUCA can iden-
tify this and chime in appropriately. Refer
to the area outlined in blue in Figure 1 as an
illustration.

• Multi-threaded Discussion Management: It
is closely related to "What" and "Who" dimen-
sions. MUCA can handle chats with multi-
threaded discussions, where multiple topics
may overlap along the timeline. Handling
such discussions in multi-user chat scenarios
can be challenging as the chatbot needs to
keep track of the topics under discussion, and
at the same time identify the participants who
are involved in each topic. Refer to the area
outlined in green in Figure 1 as an illustration.

• Responsiveness Requirement: It is particu-
larly related to "When" dimension, since the
capability of responding in a timely manner
is essential to perform many time-sensitive
tasks. Responsiveness in multi-user conver-
sations is far more challenging than in single-
user cases due to the increased demand for
computational resources. MUCA is able to

User-input Topic, 
Agenda*, Hints*, Roles*

...

Initialize 
Once

Execute Every          
N      Utterances

Dialog Analyzer 

Chat History

Long term features Short term features

Long/short term features

exe

Utterance Strategies ArbitratorUtterance Strategies Arbitrator

Sub-topics 
Generator
Sub-topics 
Generator

Sub-topic 
Status Update

Sub-topic 
Status Update

Accumulative
Summary Update

Accumulative
Summary Update

Utterance 
Feature Extractor

Utterance 
Feature Extractor

Participant 
Feature Extractor

Participant 
Feature Extractor

* represents optional input information

Generated
Response

Figure 3: Multi-user Chat Assistant (MUCA) frame-
work architecture.

effectively manage the higher message traffic,
complex interactions from multiple users, and
multi-threaded discussions.

• Participation Evenness: In the proposed
chatbot design, we also consider encourag-
ing even participation, which is relevant to all
3W dimensions. MUCA is designed to iden-
tify inactive users, determine the appropriate
timing for intervention, and utilize suitable,
customized, and non-offensive language to
encourage participation. Refer to the area out-
lined in yellow in Figure 1 as an illustration.

• Conflict Resolution: It is related to all 3W
dimensions. MUCA is capable of offering
recommendations and summarization to assist
participants in reaching an agreement during
voting, resolving disputes, or concluding long-
lasting discussions on a particular issue. Refer
to the area outlined in red in Figure 1 as an
illustration.

MUCA is a general framework design in which
capabilities can be added or removed by modify-
ing the Dialog Analyzer and Utterance Strategies
Arbitrator to meet other design requirements and
scenarios. In the next section, we will describe the
framework for MUCA, detailing each major mod-
ule of the architecture and how they contribute to
addressing challenges that were mentioned previ-
ously in this section.

3.2 Framework Architecture

Figure 3 illustrates the framework architecture and
information flow, which consists of three major
modules: (1) Sub-topics Generator, which gener-
ates the initial sub-topics. (2) Dialog Analyzer,
which extracts short-term and long-term features
from chat history (3) Utterance Strategies Arbitra-
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Algorithm 1 MUCA
Require: Input I , pre-defined Nexe, LLM gener-

ator pθ, short-term window size Nsw, warm-up
turns W , cool-down turns C, trigger conditions
f , rank function g, user message um,i at time i.
T ∼ p̄θ(T |I)
i← 0, j ← 0, n← 0
while do

if n = Nexe then
tsj+1, tj+1 ∼ p̄CoT

θ (tsj+1, tj+1|I , tj ,
tsj , UNsw,i)

Td ∼ p̄θ(Td|T,UNsw,i)
sj+1 ∼ p̄θ(sj+1|Td, sj , UNsw,i)
Statp ← {freq, len,Ned, Ning}
Cond← f(tj+1, sj+1, UNsw,i,

Td, Statp)
rankj+1 ← g(Cond,W,C,UNsw,i)
actj+1 ← argmin rankj+1

rj+1 ∼ p̄CoT
θ (rj+1|actj+1, sj+1,

UNsw,i, tj+1, I, Td, Statp)
ui+1 ← rj+1

n← 1
j ← j + 1

else
ui+1 ← um,i+1

n← n+ 1
end if
i← i+ 1

end while

tor, which determines the dialog acts corresponding
to our design dimensions, which are outlined in Fig-
ure 2. In accordance with the framework, the com-
plete algorithm can be found in Algorithm 11. Over-
all, the Sub-topics Generation is executed once, and
the Dialog Analyzer and Utterance Strategies Ar-
bitrator are executed sequentially for every Nexe

utterance, which ensures the latency-efficiency in
front of the higher message traffic and complex
interactions from multiple users. The following
sub-sections provide an in-depth explanation of
each module.

Throughout this paper, we use pθ to denote a
pre-trained LLM with parameter θ, pCoT

θ to rep-
resent pθ integrated with the Chain-of-Thoughts
(CoT) methods (Wei et al., 2022), I and T to indi-

1This algorithm is slightly different from its actual imple-
mentation, where actj+1 Direct Chatting takes place imme-
diately if a keyword @mubot is matched in the participant’s
utterance, see in Appendix A.1. The details of Direct Chatting
can be found in Section 3.2.3

cate user-input information and derived sub-topics,
and u, t, s to signify users’ utterances (including
MUCA’s responses), the status of T , and sum-
maries of the utterances, respectively. For sim-
plicity, we use y ∼ p̄θ(y|v1, v2, . . . ) to denote
that we sample and post-process from the LLM
pdf pθ

(
·|prompty(v1, v2, . . . )

)
to get the output y,

given vk as the input to a prompt template for gen-
erating output y. We use UN,i to represent users’
utterances within N window size at the time stamp
i, i.e., {ui−N+1, . . . , ui}. Np represents the total
number of participants in the group chat.

3.2.1 Sub-topic Generator
This module initializes a set of relevant sub-topics,
T , from the primary subject in user-input infor-
mation I: T ∼ p̄θ(T |I). User-input information
I includes a topic and may optionally include an
agenda, hints, and attendee roles. Hints represent
any supplementary details users wish to empha-
size, while attendee roles refer to the positions
designated to participants. The integration of rel-
evant hints and attendee roles has demonstrated
success in generating fewer arbitrary and random
sub-topics. Consequently, this module enables the
MUCA to seamlessly navigate and engage in con-
versations based on these derived sub-topics. The
prompts are documented in Appendix A.2.1.

3.2.2 Dialog Analyzer
This module extracts useful long-term and short-
term signals from the conversation that are deemed
useful to MUCA to understand the ongoing conver-
sation in order to decide the best action to take, and
therefore it is a constantly executing module that
starts running once the chat begins. It consists of
the following sub-modules:

Sub-topic Status Update: This sub-module
effectively updates the status of individual sub-
topic, which are defined in terms of discussion
progress: not discussed, being discussed and well
discussed. The statuses are initialized by not dis-
cussed for each sub-topic. To update the statuses,
the prompting utilizes CoT style, which firstly gen-
erates the topic summaries tsj+1 using the user-
input information I , the previous topic summary
tsj and short-term context window with a size
of Nsw: tsj+1 ∼ p̄θ(tsj+1|I, UNsw,i, tsj). Then,
the statuses of the sub-topics are updated as fol-
lows: tj+1 ∼ p̄CoT

θ (tj+1|tj , tsj+1, UNsw,i). The
full prompts, detailed description, and data flow
are shown in Appendix A.2.2.
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Utterance Feature Extractor: This sub-module
extracts all being discussed sub-topics Td from
the short-term context window with a size of
Nsw given all possible sub-topics T : Td ∼
p̄θ(Td|T,UNsw,i) where Td ⊂ T . This enables
MUCA to keep track of the current sub-topics espe-
cially for the scenario of multi-threaded discussion
mentioned in Section 3.1, which are then passed to
Utterance Strategies Arbitrator to generate appro-
priate results.

Accumulative Summary Update: This sub-
module updates the summary for each partic-
ipant under different sub-topics based on the
all chat history2 by considering sub-topics Td,
previous summary sj and UNsw,i: sj+1 ∼
p̄θ(sj+1|Td, sj , UNsw,i). This essentially builds a
memory into the MUCA system. The updated sum-
mary is subsequently fed back into the current sub-
modules (sub-topic status update and accumula-
tive summary update) for further refinements in
the next round. More descriptions are shown in
Appendix A.2.2.

Participant Feature Extractor: Unlike the
above LLM-based sub-modules, this sub-module
extracts statistical features, which include chime-in
frequency freq, chime-in utterance total length len
for each participant from both long-term context
window with a size of Nlw and short-term context
window with a size of Nsw. Additionally, this sub-
module also measures the frequency at which each
participant chimes in on different sub-topics, ef-
fectively documenting their degree of interest in
those specific areas. This serves as a reference
for customizing encouragement to increase lurkers’
participation. The number of participants who dis-
cussed the sub-topic from the beginning Ned and
the number of participants who are still discussing
under the short-term context window Ning serve as
signals for sub-topic transition in Utterance Strate-
gies Arbitrator.

3.2.3 Utterance Strategies Arbitrator
As shown in Figure 2, we have implemented
seven dialog acts in Utterance Strategies Arbitra-
tor, which serves as the gateway for MUCA to

2Modern LLMs may have extensive context window sizes,
with some capable of processing over 32k tokens, which al-
lows chatbots to consider very long historical data, regardless
of efficiency and cost considerations. In our experiment, we
use a relatively smaller context window Nsw to demonstrate
that the summarization feature, by design, can be achieved
without feeding all chat history, and is also feasible for LLMs
with relatively smaller context window sizes. More details see
Appendix A.2.2.

communicate with participants. All dialog acts
contribute collaboratively to the proposed design
dimensions for multi-user chatbots, as outlined in
Section 3.1. The rank of the dialog acts is de-
signed heuristically and determined dynamically
by a set of trigger conditions for dialog acts Cond,
a set of warm-up turns W and a set of cool-down
turns C: rankj+1 ← g(Cond,W,C,UNsw,i). The
default ranking of triggered dialog acts aligns
with the order in which they are presented be-
low and the highest ranked dialog act actj+1 is
chosen among all eligible dialog acts whose trig-
ger conditions are met. The corresponding re-
sponse rj+1 are generated based on current sum-
mary sj+1, the short-term context window with a
size of Nsw and other upstream signals sigj+1

3:
rj+1 ∼ p̄CoT

θ (rj+1|actj+1, sj+1, UNsw,i, sigj+1).
The signals sigj+1, trigger conditions cond, warm-
up turns w, and cool-down turns c vary for each
dialog act and are introduced below.

Direct Chatting: Participants can directly in-
teract with MUCA, which serves as a support as-
sistant for individual users, addressing their spe-
cific requests and providing assistance as needed.
This dialog act always has the highest priority and
MUCA responds immediately regardless of the
execution period once a user pings the MUCA.
Thus, it has no warm-up and cool-down turn, and
its trigger condition is met when the keyword of
@mubot (case-insensitive) is matched in the last
utterance: cond ← f(ui). Many upstream fea-
tures are extracted by the Dialog Analyzer and
used as references for generating appropriate re-
sponses: sigj+1 = {tj+1, Td, I}. It is also worth
mentioning that additional well-crafted prompting
is required to avoid potential hallucination4, which
is very common especially in this dialog act. Exam-
ples can be found in Section 4.2.2. MUCA demon-
strates adaptive responses to various types of re-
quests, shown in Appendix A.2.3.

Initiative Summarization: This dialog act en-
ables the MUCA to generate a concise take-home
summary from fragmented messages across vari-
ous participants and sub-topics, providing a single
insightful sentence for a clearer grasp of the dis-
cussion. Its trigger condition is heuristically de-

3sigj+1 ⊂ {tj+1, I, Td, Statp} varies with different
actj+1. For simplicity, in Algorithm 1, the superset instead of
sigj+1 is used in the formula.

4When a chatbot is designed based on LLMs, hallucina-
tion issues may be inherited, generally causing confusion and
misunderstanding for users. Without careful treatment, the
chatbot might provide irrelevant or incorrect information.
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signed for the scenarios when enough participants
Nactive actively joined discussions since the last
triggering: cond ← f(Nactive, Np). Its warm-up
turn and cool-down turn depend on the number of
participants Np: w = 11 ∗ Np and c = 12 ∗ Np,
respectively. Accumulative summary update sub-
module periodically updates the summary using
sigj+1 = {Td} and concisely presents the key take-
home message, which will be displayed when Ini-
tiative Summarization becomes the highest ranked
eligible dialog act. Initiative Summarization uses
the same prompting template of Accumulative sum-
mary update but it has own warm-up turn and cool-
down turn.

Participation Encouragement: This dialog act
utilizes statistical features derived from participant
feature extractor (such as chime-in frequency freq,
utterance total length len) to identify participants
who have spoken very little in both UNsw,i and
UNlw,i. The process of identifying a participant as
a lurker is designed to be conservative. A partici-
pant is only considered as a lurker if their freq and
len are significantly lower than the average in the
long-term context window, and they have spoken
very little in the UNsw,i, as determined by Equa-
tion 1 and 2 below. Instead of using measures like
KL divergence which evaluates overall distribution
difference, we compute a ratio related to the vari-
ance to focus on individual participant data. For
conditions based on long-term features:

(freq(x) −meanfreq)
2

varfreq
> threfreq

(len(x) −meanlen)
2

varlen
> threlen

(1)

For conditions based on short-term features:{
freq(x) < threfreq

len(x) < threlen
(2)

where freq(x), meanfreq, varfreq in Equation 1
denotes the chime-in frequency for participant x,
frequency sample mean and frequency sample vari-
ance value for all participants in the long-term
window, respectively. len denotes utterance to-
tal length in word counts. threfreq = 0.4 and
threlen = 0.4 are chosen heuristically based on ex-
periments. Similarly, freq(x) and len(x) in Equa-
tion 2 denote features for participant x in the short-
term window and we choose threfreq = 1 and
threlen = 5.

The warm-up turn is set to w = 3 ∗ Np and
the cool-down turn for each participant increases
linearly after each trigger: c(x)j+1 = 2 + c

(x)
j . This

approach ensures that users who prefer to remain
silent are not constantly pinged to participate in
the chat. MUCA generates personalized messages
by considering the customized inactive status of
the lurker, which is generated from the lurker’s
chat history and participation features: sigj+1 =
{freqj+1, lenj+1}. See more details and examples
in the Appendix A.2.3.

Sub-topic Transition: This dialog act enables
the MUCA to introduce a new and highly relevant
topic when conversations reach a point where users
have well-discussed the current topic or when most
users are no longer interested in it. So it has two
trigger conditions, both of which take the form of
cond ← f(Ned, Ning, Np). For condition 1, the
triggering criterion is when less than half of the
participants have discussed the current subtopic:
Ned < Np/2. For condition 2, the triggering crite-
rion is when more than half of the participants were
discussing the current subtopic, but only a few are
discussing it now within UNsw,i: Ned >= Np/2
and Ning < Ned/2. The warm-up turn and cool-
down turn are set as w = 5 ∗Np and c = 7 ∗Np,
respectively. Note that its priority is lower than Par-
ticipation Encouragement since MUCA encourages
lurkers to contribute before considering whether to
start a new sub-topic using sigj+1 = {Ned, Ning}.
Introducing a new sub-topic may disrupt the con-
versation flow and potentially divert the discussion
from its current status. Examples are shown in the
Appendix A.2.3.

Conflict Resolution: This dialog act helps par-
ticipants reach a consensus in a timely manner,
thereby improving the efficiency of the conversa-
tion. Different from previous studies which set
time limitations for each task (Kim et al., 2020a),
MUCA provides suggestions to help parties with
diverse opinions reach a consensus, and at the same
time suggests a next topic for discussion. An ex-
ample is given in Sec. 4.2.2. We utilize a prompt
template somewhat similar to that of sub-topic tran-
sition, but with an added requirement of includ-
ing a summary in its response to facilitate sug-
gestion generation. Its trigger condition is met
when the number of well-discussed sub-topics does
not increase for a given period of time = 9 ∗ Np:
cond← f(Nwell, 9 ∗Np). Its warm-up turn is set
as w = 9 ∗ Np and shares the same cool-down
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Figure 4: Illustration of multi-user simulator (MUS).

and same sigj+1 with sub-topic transition in our
design.

In-context Chime-in: MUCA features an au-
tomatic chime-in dialog act designed to enhance
conversation depth by providing insights, advanc-
ing stuck chatting scenarios, and addressing partic-
ipants’ concerns. Its trigger condition is cond ←
pchime−in > thre, where thre = 0.45 and two
factors contributing to the in-context chime-in prob-
ability pchime−in: (1) silence factor probability
psilence: it increases with the number of consecu-
tive silent turns nsilent (See Equation 3). Thus, the
chatbot has a higher probability to chime-in when
it has been silent for multiple turns. (2) semantic
factor probability psemantic (See Equation 4): it is
associated with situations where the conversation
is stuck due to repetitive utterances or unresolved
issues that the chatbot must address. Questions and
concerns exchanged between participants do not
constitute unsolved issues for the chatbot. Appro-
priate CoT-style prompting is used to identify if the
conversation is stagnant. pchime−in is calculated
by averaging the psilence and psemantic (See Equa-
tion 5). It has no additional w and c, and it uses the
same sigj+1 as direct chatting since it also needs
to provide information that requires the long-term
context beyond the UNsw,i. Examples are shown in
the Appendix A.2.3.

psilence =
nsilent

nsilent + α
(3)

psemantic = bstuck+β∗(1−bstuck)∗bunsolve (4)

pchime−in =
psilence + psemantic

2
(5)

where α = 0.2, β = 0.4 are tunable parameters.
bstuck, bunsolve ∈ {0, 1}, where bstuck = 1 when
the conversation is stuck otherwise bstuck = 0,
bunsolve = 1 when the conversation contains un-
solved issue for the chatbot to address otherwise
bunsolve = 0.

Keep Silent: This dialog act allows the MUCA
to refrain from excessive responses, preventing irri-
tation in a multi-user setting. Keep Silent is auto-
matically activated when other dialog acts’ trigger-
ing conditions are not met, maintaining the conver-
sation’s flow without distracting participants.

3.3 User Simulation

In the dialogue system setting, the chatbot or ML
agent interacts with real users (Su et al., 2016) to
collect interactions for further training, which can
be costly and time-consuming. To speed up the
development process, user simulators can be used
in place of real users to interact with the chatbot or
ML agent for training purposes. Drawing inspira-
tion from this concept, we propose an LLM-based
Multi-User Simulator (MUS) designed to facilitate
the optimizing process for our LLM-based MUCA.
Similar to most user simulators, our proposed MUS
is programmed to mimic real user behavior, en-
abling the simulation of a dialogue as multiple
agents interact with each other. Additionally, we
also incorporate the "human-in-the-loop" concept
into MUS, where the prompts used in the user sim-
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Algorithm 2 MUS
Require: Chat snippets Cs, pre-defined role set

Sr, traits set Ut, user-input I , pre-defined Nexe,
LLM generator pθ, short-term window size Nsw,
warm-up turns W , cool-down turns C, trigger
conditions f , rank function g.
S
(x)
r ∼ p̄CoT

θ (S
(x)
r |Cs)

U
(x)
t ∼ p̄CoT

θ (U
(x)
t |Cs)

l
(x)
utt ∼ LogNorm(x|µ(x), σ(x)2)
i← 0, j ← 0, n← 0
while do

if n = Nexe then
Update rj+1, sj+1 per Algo 1:MUCA
ui+1 ← rj+1

n← 1
j ← j + 1

else
vi+1 ∼ p̄CoT

θ (vi+1|I, UNsw,i)
sri+1 ∼ p̄CoT

θ (sri+1|vi+1, UNsw,i)
lutt ∼ LogNorm(x|µ, σ2)
uti+1 ∼ p̄CoT

θ (uti+1|lutt, vi+1, sj+1, I
Cs, sri+1, UNsw,i)

utti+1 ∼ p̄CoT
θ (utti+1|lutt, vi+1, uti+1,

I, sri+1, sj+1, UNsw,i)
ui+1 ← utti+1

n← n+ 1
end if
i← i+ 1

end while

ulator improve over time based on human feedback,
hence improving the simulated results.

3.3.1 MUS Framework Design

The proposed MUS, which consists of two primary
modules, is depicted in Figure 4. Implementations
are largely based on prompt engineering and LLMs.
User Behavior Resembling module consumes pre-
vious group conversation snippets Cs to generate
user behavior signals in terms of speaking role S(x)

r ,
utterance traits U (x)

t and utterance length l
(x)
utt . This

module only executes once right before the simu-
lation starts, as shown in Algorithm 2. User Utter-
ance Generation module utilizes these signals to
produce natural language utterances utti+1, which
mimics real user behavior. It executes Nexe times
to generate utterances and then MUCA generates a
corresponding response based on the context. More
details for each module are shown below.

User Behavior Resembling: Initially, three chat

Number of Words

S
am

p
li

n
g

 P
ro

b
ab

il
it

y

Figure 5: (Discretized and truncated) log-normal dis-
tribution, which is clipped at a minimum length of ut-
terance lmin = 3 and a maximum length of utterance
lmax = 20.

snippets (Cs) are chosen from actual user conver-
sation logs, containing 10-30 turns each. To de-
fine the utterance content and idiolect, 11 speaking
roles (Sr) and 10 utterance traits (Ut) are predeter-
mined. For example, questioner, as a speaking role,
refers to someone who raises a question based on
the given context, while laconic, as an utterance
trait, denotes the expression of thoughts using the
fewest words possible. We select one subset of
roles and one subset of traits for each virtual at-
tendee: S(x)

r , U
(x)
t ∼ p̄CoT

θ (S
(x)
r , U

(x)
t |Cs), where

S
(x)
r ⊂ Sr and U

(x)
t ⊂ Ut. Each subset S(x)

r and
U

(x)
t contains M (= 6) speaking roles and utter-

ance traits respectively, which are learned from
chat snippets via LLM prompting, which is shown
in the Appendix A.3.

We sample from a log-normal distribution (see
Equation 6, 7 and 8) for the utterance length (i.e.,
word count) of each virtual attendee. The distri-
bution was constructed using the minimum length
lmin, maximum length lmax and average length
lavg derived from a 150-turn group chat, and is
also discretized and truncated. The distribution is
skewed towards smaller lengths and is applied in
the User Utterance Generation module. Figure 5
shows an example of log-normal distribution for ut-
terance length lutt. The User Behavior Resembling
module is tailored to each virtual attendee and ini-
tialized offline. This module governs the content
and idiolect of utterances to maintain consistent
behavior among virtual attendees by utilizing the
historical data from real users as a reference.

LogNorm(x|µ, σ2) =
1

x
√
2πσ2

e−
(ln(x)−µ)2

2σ2 (6)

µ = ln(w ∗ lmin + (1− w) ∗ lavg) (7)
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σ = α ∗ (ln(lmax)− µ) (8)

where µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation
of the normally distributed logarithm of the vari-
able. In this work, we use w = 0.3 and α = 0.67.

User Utterance Generation: Given the
conversation context gathered from most recent 16
turns, chat history summary from LLM agent (see
in Section 3.2), CoT-style prompting is applied
here to first determine a virtual attendee for the
next turn: vi+1 ∼ p̄CoT

θ (vi+1|I, UNsw,i). The
module then determines the corresponding proper
speaking role: sri+1 ∼ p̄CoT

θ (sri+1|vi+1, UNsw,i).
In our instruction, we implement a requirement to
guide the module so that the subsequent virtual
participant is neither the same individual from the
last turn nor the LLM agent. It is worth mentioning
that an LLM is not guaranteed to consistently
follow the given instructions, particularly when
it generates the LLM agent in response to being
directly addressed in the previous turn. In this
scenario, the virtual attendee and their speaking
role are randomly selected. Following this,
the utterance length for the chosen attendee
is randomly determined from the log-normal
distribution: lutt ∼ LogNorm(x|µ, σ2). The
CoT approach is then applied once more to
initially generate the utterance trait, which
is affected by the utterance length and other
utterance features (previous summary): uti+1 ∼
p̄CoT
θ (uti+1|lutt, vi+1, sj+1, I, Cs, sri+1, UNsw,i).

Subsequently, the utterance is produced, taking
into account all generated signals mentioned above,
see Algorithm 2. Limitations and ad-hoc solutions
are discussed in Section 5. See prompting details
and examples in Appendix A.3.

4 Evaluation

We conducted case studies and user studies to ex-
amine the MUCA’s performance in group conversa-
tions with various discussion topics and group sizes.
Case studies describe the objective strengths of our
design, while the user studies show the subjective
advantages of the MUCA which can be easily iden-
tified by users. As to MUCA implementation, we
refer the readers to Appendix A.4 for implementa-
tion details.

4.1 Experimental Configuration
4.1.1 MUCA Configurations
This section evaluates a baseline model based on
GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023) and our proposed MUCAs

with slightly different configurations for various
group sizes. A general description of the baseline
system and two proposed MUCAs 5 is as follows:

Baseline-small: We directly transfer single-user
chatbot and its conceptual behavior to a multi-user
setting, such baseline system we called Baseline-
small. It is implemented by GPT-4 with a single
prompt, which takes user-input information, con-
versation context, and participants’ names as input
and outputs generated responses. In the prompt,
we simply define its dialog acts, for example, keep
silent, direct chatting, and in-context chime-in, as
shown in Appendix A.5. The Baseline-small is
applied and evaluated in a 4-person group chat with
an execution interval (Nexe) of 3 and a short-term
context window size (Nsw) of 8.

MUCA-small: It is applied in a 4-person group
chat, and uses the same configuration (Nexe, Nsw),
and the same user-input information as Baseline-
small. The details of MUCA framework and func-
tionalities are described in Section 3.

MUCA-medium: It is applied in an 8-person
group chat and shares the same framework and
architecture as MUCA-small but has different con-
figurations. These configurations are automati-
cally adjusted based on the number of participants
(Nexe = 0.75 ∗Np, Nsw = 2 ∗Np) to maintain the
latency-efficiency.

4.1.2 Dialog Topics
While the proposed MUCA has been designed to
be a generic framework, for this evaluation, we fo-
cus on 4 goal-oriented communication tasks (i.e.,
estimation, decision making, problem-solving, and
open discussion), rather than chit-chat or joke-
making, which will be shown in Appendix A.6.
The importance of a multi-user chatbot can be bet-
ter reflected in goal-oriented communication tasks
with our designed evaluation benchmarks.

We created four discussion topics, where Topic-
A and Topic-B are used in the user studies (in Sec-
tion 4.3) and Topic-C and Topic-D are utilized in
the case study (in Section 4.2). Each set of topics
(A and B or C and D) cover all types of tasks:

• Topic-A: During today’s chat, a group of
attendees are going to set up a new indoor
course in a community learning center for 20

5In this section, aliases _bot_Spirit, _bot_Perseverance,
and _bot_Discovery were given to Baseline-small, MUCA-
small, and MUCA-medium, respectively. It ensures that par-
ticipants in user studies do not have prior knowledge of each
chatbot, thereby preventing biases.
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A). Direct Chatting B). In-context Chime-in (provide 
insights to help to make decision )

D). In-context Chime-in (answer 
general questions)

E). Participation Encouragement F). Initiative Summarization

G)-1. Sub-topic Transition: well-discussed topic 
(chatting record -- Cindy and Dennis discussed before)

G)-2. Sub-topic Transition: uninteresting topic 
(chatting record – Amy and Bob haven’t said a word)

C). In-context Chime-in (provide 
insights when the conversation stuck)

Figure 6: Illustration of conversational scenarios involving MUCA-small. It showcases the chatbot’s functionalities of
chiming in at the right timing with appropriate content, along with its capabilities to accurately identify and respond
to the relevant user. The sub-figures show the chatbot’s interactions: A) Direct chatting with the user who pinged it;
B) Providing insights for decision-making; C) Providing insights to advance a stuck conversation; D) Answering
a general question; E) Encouraging lurkers’ participation; F) Summarizing past information automatically; G)
Transiting the sub-topic when it’s 1) well-discussed or 2) uninteresting, respectively. The conversation consists of 1
chatbot and 4 users, namely, Amy, Bob, Cindy, and Dennis.

college students. There are several sub-topics
going to be discussed: (1) Determine the in-
door course between arts, bakery, and yoga.
(2) Set up a course format: a short, intensive
course vs. a longer, more spread-out course.
(3) Estimate the total costs for lecturers, given
hourly pay range from $16 to $24 per lec-
turer. Participant roles: they are offering a
new course in a community learning center.

• Topic-B: During today’s chat, a group of inter-
viewers are going to set up a hiring interview
composed of 2 sessions for a position of arts
instructor for a senior community education
program. There are several sub-topics going
to be discussed: (1) Determine the format of 2
sessions, which can include traditional QnA,
presentation, and resume scanning. (2) Deter-
mine the qualifying requirements: teaching
experience vs. artistic accomplishments. (3)
How to fairly take both recommendation let-
ters and candidates’ performance during the

interview into the hiring decision process. Par-
ticipant roles: they are going to interview arts
instructors for senior community education.

• Topic-C: During today’s chat, a group of
event organizers are going to discuss the plan
to organize a book exchange event for 20 par-
ticipants. Agenda Items: (1) Determine the
event venue between a public park and a learn-
ing center. (2) The best way to find sponsors.
(3) Setup Exchange rules: one-for-one ex-
change rule or more flexible exchange system.
Participant roles: they are event organizers.

• Topic-D: During today’s chat, a group of ac-
tivity organizers are going to discuss the plan
to organize a hiking activity in a mountain (3-
hour driving) for 50 members (ages between
21-40) in a local hiking club. There are several
sub-topics going to be discussed: (1) Estimate
cost of transportation. (2) Find the best way
to organize group sizes hiking start times, and
locations to prevent congestion, considering
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the narrow portions of some trails. (3) The
choices for trail difficulty – easy, medium, and
hard. Participant roles: they are hiking activity
organizers in the club.

These topics require participants to complete the
tasks collaboratively and reach agreements, and the
MUCA is anticipated to aid participants in foster-
ing comprehensive thinking and improving goal
efficiency, aligning with our design objective.

4.2 Case Study
We qualitatively show MUCA-small’s key func-
tions using case studies, which are created by
MUCA interacting with designed user inputs.
We demonstrate our general observations for the
MUCA-small within the following case studies.

4.2.1 Functionality Demonstration
In Figure 6, we showcase the main functionalities
of our proposed MUCA-small to facilitate multi-
user communication introduced in Section 3.2, in-
cluding direct chatting, in-context chime-in for
helping decision, advancing stuck conversation,
and answering general questions, participation en-
couragement, initiative summarization, and sub-
topic transition.

Direct Chatting: In Figure 6-A), the interac-
tion between Amy and MUCA-small is depicted
where Amy used the keyword of @mubot to trigger
the MUCA to respond immediately (as described
in Section 3.2.3). Upon addressing Amy’s con-
cern about the insurance fee, MUCA’s feedback
not only validated her perspective but also offered
supplementary insights to elucidate and support her
argument. This clarification enhanced Amy’s view-
point, thereby promoting a more comprehensive
grasp of her statement among the other participants
in the discussion.

In-Context Chime-in (provide insights for
decision-making): In Figure 6-B), it is noteworthy
that although MUCA-small was not directly pinged
by any participant, it could perceive that the dis-
cussion involved selecting between a public park
and a learning center for hosting an event. Also, it
highlighted other important factors that were not
explicitly mentioned by the participants. By do-
ing so, it offered insights and promoted deeper and
more comprehensive considerations in the decision-
making process.

In-Context Chime-in (provide insights for a
stuck conversation): In Figure 6-C), all the partici-
pants were indecisive and unsure about the location

of the event, leading to a situation where the con-
versation was essentially stuck, as indicated by the
backend log of MUCA-small. Once recognizing
this, MUCA provided pros and cons for the two
candidate venues and attempted to assist in pro-
gressing the conversation.

In-Context Chime-in (answer general ques-
tions): In Figure 6-D), Cindy raised a general ques-
tion which is not for specific participants. By rec-
ognizing this, MUCA-small proactively chimed in
to provide an answer, which helped the conversa-
tion move on to the next phase. In contrast to a
single-user system where a chatbot invariably re-
sponds to a user’s query, a multi-user chatbot faces
a more complex challenge: it has to determine
whether to reply to questions when not directly
pinged. This suggests that a more subtle decision-
making process is required for a multi-user chatbot,
as described in Section 3.1.2.

Participation Encouragement: In Figure 6-E),
we can see that while Amy, Dennis, and Bob were
actively engaged in the discussion, Cindy remained
silent for an extended period of time. MUCA-small
identified the inactive status of Cindy and hence
decided to encourage Cindy to participate based on
Cindy’s chatting record. This dialog act tries to en-
hance Cindy’s engagement, which in turn enables
a chat environment with more diverse opinions.
We emphasize here that MUCA, by design, is pro-
grammed to avoid excessively pinging Cindy or
any user who appears reluctant to share their ideas,
thereby ensuring a balanced and non-intrusive in-
teraction, as described in Section 3.2.3.

Initiative Summarization: Initiative summa-
rization is generated automatically by MUCA after
12 turns to conclude the existing conversation. In
Figure 6-F), we can observe that MUCA-small trig-
gered this function and compiled key points from
chatting history. In this example, MUCA not only
summarized the diverse opinions of each partici-
pant but also offered its own viewpoint, trying to
help participants reach an agreement. It empow-
ers participants to quickly catch up with the long
and ongoing discussion so that they can contribute
their thoughts without the need to review extensive
chatting history.

Sub-topic Transition: In Figure 6-G)-1 and G)-
2, MUCA-small collected information during the
chat, and attempted to shift the topic at an appro-
priate moment. As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, this
dialog act would be triggered in two conditions: (1)
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A)-1. Hallucination Comparison -1: 
Baseline-small (Bot-Spirit)

A)-2. Hallucination Comparison -1 : 
MUCA-small (Bot-Perseverance)

…

B)-1. Hallucination Comparison -2: 
Baseline-small (Bot-Spirit)

B)-2. Hallucination Comparison -2 : 
MUCA-small (Bot-Perseverance)

C)-1. Summarization: 
Baseline-small (Bot-Spirit)

C)-2. Summarization: 
MUCA-small (Bot-Perseverance)

D)-1. Conflict Resolution: 
Baseline-small (Bot-Spirit)

D)-2. Conflict Resolution: 
MUCA-small (Bot-Perseverance)

Figure 7: Qualitative comparison between Baseline-small and MUCA-small through case studies. A) and B)
Comparisons of hallucination issues. C) Comparison of summarization feature. D) Comparison of conflict
resolution capability.

As shown in Figure 6-G)-1, currently only a limited
number of participants were engaged in a topic that
had previously been extensively discussed by the
majority, it would attempt to guide the conversation
towards the next phase. (2) As shown in Figure 6-
G)-2, if MUCA detected that the current topic had
been discussed by only a small number of partici-
pants, as Amy and Bob had not participated from
the beginning, it then attempted to transit the topic
to improve user engagement. In both scenarios,
MUCA was customized to ping inactive partici-
pants and tried to boost their interest according to
their chatting history before transiting the topic.
Besides, the transition was not abrupt or forceful;
it politely inquired whether participants wished to
continue or shift the discussion, thus reducing the
possibility of any potential disruption. Note that
MUCA is designed to guide rather than dictate the
flow of dialogue, ensuring that the conversation
remains participant-driven.

4.2.2 Functionality Comparison
As shown in Figure 7, we compared the behaviors
of proposed MUCA-small and those of the naive
Baseline-small to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the design.

Hallucination: As shown in Figure 7-A)-1 and
A)-2, Baseline-small can sometimes make up of
some assumed information beyond the user-input
information (topics, hints, and agenda), such as
budget limit, participants’ age, and their genders to
answer the questions. These assumptions may lead
to user distrust, wrong decisions, and even bias. On
the contrary, MUCA-small kindly notified the users
that the question was out of scope, and its responses
were aligned with the user input information.

We dive deeper into this issue in Figure 7-B)-
1 and B)-2. For the unknown budget information,
Baseline-small at first provided a non-existing num-
ber, which was later questioned and corrected by
Bob who may know the real budget. Later, when
Cindy tried to figure out who may know the budget,
Baseline-small still insisted on this hallucinated in-
formation, and even tried to make topic transition.
In contrast, for MUCA-small, it inferred that Bob
may know the information, as he actively discussed
this information. We are highlighting that, unlike
single-user chatbots, multi-user chatbots have to
process more complicated chat history, participants’
relationship, and user interactions, all of which
present challenges for the chatbot to extract use-
ful information and generate hallucination-free re-
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sponse. Addressing the above issues may require
dedicated and careful prompting design, even with
a powerful LLM as its backend model.

Direct Chatting (passive summarization):
Summarization or similar tasks (such as voting)
are common requests, especially when users have
different opinions in a long conversation. We define
this request as passive summarization, in contrast
with the Initiative Summarization as mentioned in
Section 3.2.3. We compare this functionality in
Figure 7-C)-1 and C)-2. For Baseline-small, it
failed to understand the query intent from Dennis,
which was summarizing the votes from all users.
Instead, it summarized opinions, and its summary
was inaccurate due to the limited context window
by design. For example, it mentioned the "Ma-
jority" leaning towards the learning center, where
only Dennis voted for this option. On the contrary,
MUCA-small, which can go beyond the limit of
the window size, correctly summarized the voting
results and categorized them by different users.

Conflict Resolution: It is not unusual that par-
ticipants have diverse opinions in a multi-user chat-
ting environment, while it is not a very common
scenario for a single-user setting. As shown in
Figure 7-D)-1, Baseline-small tried to resolve the
conflict by instructing users with its own opinion,
which can sometimes be misleading and biased.
Furthermore, after giving its own opinion, Baseline-
small attempted to switch to another topic, which
may make users feel annoyed as it interrupted the
conversation flow. In Figure 7-D)-2, MUCA-small
wrapped up the conflict by different parties, and
raised inspiring questions for users to think thor-
oughly, and resolved conflict when possible.

4.3 User Study

In this section, we conducted user studies to qual-
itatively and quantitatively demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed MUCA-small and MUCA-
medium, in comparison with Baseline-small.

4.3.1 Study Design and Procedure
To investigate MUCA’s effectiveness, we con-
ducted user studies with three participant groups,
two small groups (4 people each) and one medium
group (8 people), maintaining a 1:1 ratio of fe-
males to males. We chose two representative goal-
oriented topics for the user studies, as shown in
Section 4.1.2. The small group experiments com-
pared Baseline-small with MUCA-small, while
the medium group experiment demonstrated the

MUCA’s capabilities on more complex chatting
scenarios in a larger group.

In small-group experiments, the goal was to eval-
uate the proposed chatbot (MUCA-small) against
a baseline (Baseline-small). Group-A tested Topic
A first with Baseline-small then MUCA-small,
and Topic B in the reverse order. While Group-
B reversed the chatbot order in the experiments
to counter the learning effect, where participants
might become more familiar with the topic af-
ter interacting with the first chatbot. Addition-
ally, MUCA was applied to a medium group using
Topic-A, demonstrating its effectiveness in larger
group settings.

4.3.2 Qualitative Comparison in Small-size
Groups

Statistics from users: Figure 8 presents a qualita-
tive comparison of MUCA-small and the baseline
Baseline-small across four aspects:

Chime-in Timing: Participants have observed
that both chatbots have ever chimed in at the right
time during the whole conversation, while MUCA-
small performs slightly better, as demonstrated in
Figure 8(a). However, Baseline-small also has been
observed to frequently chime in at the wrong tim-
ing during the chat, unlike MUCA-small, which
exhibits this behavior much less frequently. Note
that 56.25% (9 out of 16) participants observed
that Baseline-small chimes in excessively. This is
believed to be a result of its less strategically de-
signed behavior – it always replies every three turns
(Nexe = 3) and ignores the "keeping silent" instruc-
tion in its prompt, as described in Section 4.1.1. In
contrast, MUCA-small has not exhibited this issue
as 0% (0 out of 16) participant report it.

However, some participants observe that MUCA-
small sometimes chime in insufficiently. This issue
might stem from its pre-defined execution inter-
val to maintain latency-efficiency as well as the
dialog act of keeping silence, which causes it to
reply every three turns at the most if not directly
pinged by participants. Although the Nexe could
be reduced for MUCA-small, this would likely in-
crease both response latency and resource usage,
presenting a typical trade-off between resource and
performance. We think we may also need more
market investigation in the future to decide the best
choice of Nexe for a production-level design of a
multi-user chatbot. One more reason for insuffi-
cient chime-in concluded through our observation
is as below. In text-based communication systems,
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Figure 8: A detailed comparison from the user study between the Baseline-small and the MUCA-small. The left
two and the right two columns represent two topics, indoor courses (Topic-A) and interview process (Topic-B),
respectively. Each set of results presents the performance of Baseline-small in the first row, and the performance of
MUCA-small in the second row.

unlike speech-based systems, participants might
overlook information provided by the chatbot, as
evidenced in some chat logs. This oversight can
lead to a gap between the information the chat-
bot has provided and the participants’ awareness.

Therefore, sometimes users expect the chatbot to
repeat information it has already given.

Chime-in Content: Besides chiming in with
good timing, MUCA-small usually produces ap-
propriate content, as shown in Figure 8(b), and
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Figure 9: General feedback from users for comparison between the MUCA-small and the Baseline-small.

inappropriate content is not commonly observed.
However, Baseline-small repeats the information
it mentions before, asks redundant questions, and
tends to generate excessive content. Some of the
provided information might be useful but some of
them are overwhelmed, which might waste partici-
pants more effort to distinguish them.

Participation Encouragement: The interaction
feature, i.e., pinging a lurker by a chatbot, should
be cautiously designed, including its timing, fre-
quency, and contents, as it may impose negative
feelings on some participants due to different per-
sonalities, while a good design may improve the
efficiency of the chatting and make users more
engaged. From this user-friendly perspective, as
shown in Figure 8(c), MUCA-small generally has
better behaviors with the proposed design, as it im-
proves comfortableness and reduces users’ negative
feelings.

Evaluation Scores: Participants also evaluate
two chatbots for efficiency, consistency, and useful-
ness, as shown in Figure 8(d). The definitions of
these three metrics are given below:

• Efficiency: the chatbot responds in a timely
manner;

• Conciseness: the chatbot responds to the point
without redundancy;

• Usefulness: the chatbot responds helpfully or
insightfully.

As we can see, MUCA-small shows notable suc-
cesses in most cases as demonstrated in Fig-
ure 8(d). From the perspective of the three major
user-friendly factors, MUCA-small received signif-
icantly higher scores.

Figure 9 provides a direct comparison of partic-
ipant feedback, preferring MUCA-small’s perfor-
mance in three key areas. Firstly, MUCA-small

can keep the conversation flow without interrupt-
ing participants. Secondly, MUCA-small excels
as an assistant by summarizing topics, aiding un-
derstanding, responding to requests, and enhancing
user engagement. Thirdly, MUCA-small effectively
provides insights and inspirations for many aspects.

4.3.3 Quantitative Study in Small-size Groups

The quantitative comparisons for two chatbots are
shown in Table 1. User engagement is compared
with two metrics, i.e., the average number of words
exchanged per conversation (Engt.-Words/Conv.)
and the average number of words per utterance
(Engt.-Words/Utt.). Evenness is assessed by cal-
culating the sample standard deviation (STD) of
the word count input by each participant, expressed
as a percentage of the mean. The consensus is ob-
tained from the rates given by two groups for small
group or one group for medium group, where the
rate is represented by the number of agreements
reached over the total number of tasks. A higher
consensus rate means the chatbot can help the users
to reach a consensus more efficiently.

From the comparison in Table 1, MUCA-
small helps participants get better engagement,
shown by increased Engt.-Words/Conv. and Engt.-
Words/Utt., which indicates that participants were
more inclined to engage in extensive conversations
and to compose longer utterances. MUCA-small
enhances evenness in Topic A discussions with a
lower STD while keeping similar evenness in Topic
B with a comparable STD over Baseline-small.

It is also obvious that MUCA-small has a much
higher consensus rate compared with Baseline-
small. From our observation and analysis, this
is because: (1) MUCA-small gives more space for
participants to discuss through fewer chime-in than
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Metrics Indoor Course (Topic-A) Interview Agenda (Topic-B)
B*-sml M*-sml M*-med B*-sml M*-sml

Engt.-Words/Conv. 426.5 531.5 875 531 636.5
Engt.-Words/Utt. 7.23 8.93 8.75 8.85 11.27

Evenness 106.6 ± 67.6% 132.9 ± 47.1% 109.4 ± 56.0% 132.8 ± 58.0% 159.1 ± 61.2%
Consensus (%) 50 66.7 66.7 50 100
Efficiency (%) 50 62.5 68.75 59.38 59.38

Conciseness (%) 31.25 71.88 75 53.13 59.38
Usefulness (%) 43.75 71.88 65.63 65.63 68.75

Overall Rating (%) 37.5 69.44 69.44 52.78 63.89

Table 1: Comparisons among proposed MUCAs and baseline system in terms of quantitative results (upper three
rows) and user evaluation scores (bottom four rows). B*-sml, M*-sml, and M*-med represent Baseline-small,
MUCA-small, and MUCA-medium, respectively.

Baseline-small; (2) MUCA-small provides feasi-
ble suggestions for each party to directly help to
reach agreement; Besides, it also provides insight-
ful, un-repeated comments, and summary, etc. to
indirectly help participants for efficient discussion.
(3) Baseline-small makes mistakes to re-transit the
topic back to previous well-discussed topics and
provides redundant information, which results in
inefficient discussion.

Additionally, Table 1 shows average scores from
Group-A and Group-B on Efficiency, Conciseness,
and Usefulness. For Topic-A, MUCA-small out-
performs Baseline-small with 12.5%, 40.6%, and
28.1% higher scores, respectively. In Topic-B,
MUCA-small scores slightly higher. The Overall
Rating provided by participants also reflects similar
trends: MUCA-small surpasses Baseline-small by
31.9% in Topic-A and 11.1% in Topic-B.

4.3.4 Quantitative Study in Small-size and
Medium-size Groups

Managing conversations in medium-sized groups
is more challenging than in small groups. A facil-
itator chatbot is supposed to be more effective in
medium-sized groups, as it promotes even contribu-
tion among participants, countering social loafing
and free-riding behaviors, which are common in
larger groups. However, this increased participa-
tion raises the chatbot’s cognitive load for orga-
nizing and synthesizing diverse opinions, making
larger group management more complex.

Additionally, we conducted a user study ex-
periment in a medium group using Topic-A, and
recorded its statistics in Table 1. We can observe
that, MUCA-medium remains consistent perfor-
mance despite the increased group size. It shows a
comparable average number of words per utterance,
and the user evaluation scores are comparable to

Figure 10: The potential motivations for participants to
use the chatbots in the future.

those observed in MUCA-small, indicating MUCA-
medium’s capability in effectively managing larger
group interactions.

4.3.5 Practical Values for Multi-user Chatbots
As can be found in Figure 10, participants eval-
uated the practical values of MUCA. It reveals a
strong preference for users to use MUCA-small
for decision-making scenarios. Additionally, most
users also favor the chatbot’s assistance in improv-
ing chat efficiency and aiding in brainstorming.
Compared to Baseline-small, MUCA-small and
MUCA-medium are more preferred by users for
their group conversations. However, some partic-
ipants still opt out of chatbot involvement. This
reluctance may stem from a preference for indepen-
dent problem-solving or a belief that chatbots need
further development to be fully effective in serving
as a mature tool.

5 Limitation and Future Work

There has been recent a surge of interest in LLMs
due to their unprecedented capabilities that can be
applied to several fields. However, LLMs do see
many challenges, such as bias, fairness, toxicity,
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etc., and we refer readers to the numerous studies
that are dedicated to addressing these problems.
We will use this section to discuss issues that are
particularly relevant to MUCA and MUS.

Multi-user Chat Assistant (MUCA): The pro-
posed MUCA is a pioneering work dedicated to
multi-user chats. Although MUCA is by no means
a comprehensive solution, it provides significant
insights that could pave the way for future work in
this field. Our investigation has identified several
challenges that call for further research. Here are a
few of these challenges:

• Firstly, MUCA encompasses seven sub-
modules dedicated to dialog acts, but only the
top-ranked one is chosen at a time for gener-
ating a response. This approach overlooks the
potential to validate the response’s quality, as
it is delivered irrespective of its merit. We be-
lieve that by requesting all the dialog act sub-
modules to generate a response concurrently,
MUCA will be able to comprehensively eval-
uate and validate all the response candidates.
The final augmented response could then be
synthesized by either selecting or merging
from this pool of response candidates through
another post-dialog-act procedure.

• Secondly, in our user study cases, we adjusted
the hyper-parameters (Nexe, Nsw, Nlw, W ,
C, f and g) in MUCA based on experimental
results on small to medium groups. For larger
conversation groups, the effectiveness of the
selected hyper-parameters needs empirically
validation. Also, an automated mechanism de-
termining these parameters based on the con-
figurations and the environmental variables of
the conversations can also greatly alleviate the
burden of tuning these parameters.

• Thirdly, compute resources requested by
LLMs inference pose a significant constraint
for MUCA, especially for large chat groups.
To mitigate this challenge, we have slightly
increased the execution interval (Nexe), which
occasionally results in MUCA missing op-
timal opportunities for user interaction at
the most suitable moment. Moreover, we
have sometimes observed an interesting phe-
nomenon wherein multiple participants simul-
taneously express the desire to directly engage
with MUCA, leading to a surge in computa-
tional demands. How to handle high volume
of LLM calls with limited compute resources,

while simultaneously striving to preserve the
responsiveness of MUCA to the best extend,
is a topic that worth further investigation.

Multi-user Simulator (MUS): Similar to previ-
ous research, we also discovered that resembling
human behavior is challenging for the simulator.
Additionally, constructing a high-quality and spe-
cialized user simulator for a specific task can be
a labor-intensive process (Walker et al., 1997; Liu
and Lane, 2017). Implementing a user simulator
presents several challenges:

• Firstly, generating natural language utterances
with an LLM-based user simulator is partic-
ularly difficult when the number of words is
small. For instance, the minimum length of
utterance (lmin = 1) and maximum length
of utterance (lmax = 10) extracted from chat
history are quite small. To address this, we
boosted lmin, lavg, and lmax for each virtual
attendee correspondingly and also adjusted
the number of words for the role of questioner.

• Secondly, LLMs may not consistently follow
instructions to generate a valid virtual attendee
ID for the next turn to speak. Instead, it tends
to predict the LLM agent to speak next, partic-
ularly when someone directly mentioned the
LLM agent in the previous turn. To mitigate
this issue, we randomly select the virtual at-
tendee and their corresponding speaking role.

• Thirdly, virtual attendees suffer from repeat-
ing the same dialog act (e.g. asking questions,
pinging the LLM agent) for consecutive turns.
This issue might be due to the nature of the
generative model which focuses on predict-
ing the next token. To address this issue, we
introduce a cool-down mechanism for some
dialog acts such as asking questions, pinging
the LLM agent, and topic transition.

5.1 Future Work

The framework we propose for multi-user chat-
bots is not intended as a comprehensive solution
for multi-user conversations. Rather, we hope this
work can shed light on potential directions for fu-
ture research in the field of multi-user chatbots.
Several areas, including but not limited to the fol-
lowing, deserve further research:

Component Orchestration: MUCA integrates
several components, enabling actions such as "par-
ticipation encouragement" and "initiative summa-
rization". These components have been carefully
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designed, tuned, and ranked to provide a harmo-
nious experience to the chat participants. It can be
beneficial to explore an easy plug-and-play method
for users to design and incorporate new compo-
nents into the framework without intensive tuning.
Such a feature could be important, as different con-
versation scenarios may require chatbots to provide
different set of functionalities.

Human-in-the-loop Feedback Iteration: Full
user studies for feedback are costly and time-
consuming. To continuously improve the chatbot
post-launch, it is useful to collect implicit and ex-
plicit user behavior signals. This data should be eas-
ily transformable for automatic or semi-automatic
chatbot enhancements.

Rapidly Advancing AI Technologies: The pro-
posed MUCA framework is based on recent state-
of-the-art LLMs, each with its unique style and
best practices for prompting. It would be beneficial
to investigate methods for updating the underlying
AI models without the need of completely redoing
prompting or component orchestration.

Multi-modal Capabilities and External Re-
sources: As LLMs become increasingly capable of
processing multi-modal data, a chatbot that inter-
acts with multiple users using not only text, but also
video, audio, and images is becoming feasible. Ad-
ditionally, external resources could be integrated as
a component for the chatbot to leverage to enhance
the multi-user conversation experience.

Multi-Chatbot Design: The study concentrates
on multi-user and single-chatbot interactions. How-
ever, scenarios involving interactions among multi-
ple users and and multiple chatbots with different
characteristics can merit further investigation. For
instance, in cross-disciplinary meetings, chatbots
could serve as hosts, minute-takers, or subject mat-
ter experts, offering insights to human participants
as needed.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we discussed the crucial 3W design
dimensions, namely "What" to say, "When" to re-
spond, and "Who" to answer, for multi-user chatbot
design. We also identified some challenges that
are commonly faced in many chat scenarios. A
novel LLM-based multi-user chatbot framework
called MUCA was proposed to address some of
these challenges. The paper also devised an LLM-
based user simulator, named MUS, to speed up the
development process for MUCA. Our experimen-

tal results obtained from both case studies and user
studies demonstrate the effectiveness of MUCA in
goal-oriented conversations with a small to medium
number of participants.
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A Appendix

A.1 MUCA Algorithm Full Implementation

Algorithm 3 MUCA-Full
Require: Input I , pre-defined Nexe, LLM gener-

ator pθ, short-term window size Nsw, warm-up
turns W , cool-down turns C, trigger conditions
f , rank function g, user message um,i at time
stamp i.
T ∼ p̄θ(T |I)
i← 0, j ← 0, n← 0
while do

if @mubot in ui then
tsj+1, tj+1 ∼ p̄CoT

θ (tsj+1, tj+1|I , tj ,
tsj , UNsw,i)

Td ∼ p̄θ(Td|T,UNsw,i)
sj+1 ∼ p̄θ(sj+1|Td, sj , UNsw,i)
Statp ← {freq, len,Ned, Ning}
rj+1 ∼ p̄CoT

θ (rj+1|actj , sj+1, UNsw,i,
tj+1, I, Td)

ui+1 ← rj+1

j ← j + 1
n← 1

else
if n == Nexe then

tsj+1, tj+1 ∼ p̄CoT
θ (tsj+1, tj+1|I ,

tj , tsj , UNsw,i)
Td ∼ p̄θ(Td|T,UNsw,i)
sj+1 ∼ p̄θ(sj+1|Td, sj , UNsw,i)
Statp ← {freq, len,Ned, Ning}
Cond← f(tj+1, sj+1, UNsw,i,

Td, Statp)
rankj ← g(Cond,W,C,UNsw,i)
actj ← argmin rankj
rj+1 ∼ p̄CoT

θ (rj+1|actj , sj+1,
UNsw,i, tj+1, I, Td, Statp)

ui+1 ← rj+1

j ← j + 1
n← 1

else
ui+1 ← um,i+1

n← n+ 1
end if

end if
i← i+ 1

end while

The full algorithm is shown in Algorithm A.1,
which allows immediate chime-in (direct chatting)
for MUCA to fulfill participant’s request by detect-
ing a keyword @mubot in the user’s last utterance.
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Sub-topics Generator Prompting

Information 1: Topic
[TOPIC]
---
Information 2: Hint
[HINT]
---
Information 3:  Role of Attendee in group chat
[ATTENDEE_ROLE]
---
Instruction:
Now, imagine a group of attendees with role in Information 3 to discuss the Topic in Information 
1, you should:
1. Generate an Agenda to STRICTLY and COMPLETELY fulfill the Topic in Information 1. 
2. This agenda has several  different but CLOSELY relevant items for attendees to discuss.
3. Each item should target fulfilling the Topic. When generating the agenda, please pay attention 
to Hint in Information 2. Each item should be generated according to the Role of Attendee in 
Information 3. Each item Must be within 15 words.
The output should be in following format:
Agenda Items:
1.
2.
...

Prompting Template

Topic: During today's chat, each 
attendee is going to share their 
personal choices between higher 
educational degree like a master 
or a Ph.D., and going to work? 

Hints: 
(1) Encourage people to share 
their personal choices. 
(2) Attendee do NOT have job 
experiences but they CAN share 
their personal choices. 

Attendee Role: 
a group of attendees who already 
had a college computer science 
degree.

User-input Topic, Hints 
and Attendee Role

1. Share personal reasons 
for choosing a master's 
degree or Ph.D. in 
computer science.

2. Discuss potential career 
paths and opportunities 
with each higher education 
choice.

3. Explore alternative 
options like certifications, 
bootcamps, or self-learning 
for career advancement.

LLM Output: 
Generated Sub-topics

Figure 11: Data flow for Sub-topic Generator.

Information 1: Previous Summary [PREV_SUMMARY]
-----------
Information 2: Conversation Context [CONTEXT]
-----------
Information 3: Topic [CUR_TOPIC]
-----------
Your output MUST be in the following format:
Summary: [Each_Attendee_Summary]
Question: [Each_Attendee_Question]
Take Home Message: [Take_Home_Message]
My Opinion: [My_Opinion]
-----------
Instruction 1: Firstly, you need to update the Summary for each attendee' 
opinions based on Summary section from Previous Summary in Information 
1 and Conversation Context in Information 2 under the Topic in Information 
3. Your updated Summary MUST include Summary section from Previous 
Summary in Information 2. If there is >1 Topic, generate summary for each 
attendee under each topic.
Instruction 2: Secondly, you need to update the Question for each attendee 
based on Question section from Previous Summary in Information 1 and 
Conversation Context in Information 2 under the Topic in Information 3.
Instruction 3: Thirdly, you need to generate Take Home Message from the 
Summary.
Instruction 4: Finally, you need to give Your Opinion in 1 sentence. You can 
propose NEW insights, new idea or just give the judgement on the 
Summary.
Now start:

Prompting Template

Accumulative Summary Update Prompting

LLM Output: 
Summary

Topics: [TOPICS]
---
Chat History: [CONTEXT]
---
Current Utterances: [CUR]
---
Instruction:
Now, Your task is to 
determine which topic or 
topics Current Utterance 
given above is talking 
about. Chat history is also 
given for your reference to 
help making decision. Your 
output needs to list the 
topic or topics with their 
FULL names you think the 
Current Utterance is talking 
about. If there are more 
than one Topic, they MUST 
be separated with #. If 
there is no topic matching 
to Current Utterance, 
output "None".
Now start:

Prompting 
Template

Utterance Feature 
Extractor Prompting

LLM Output: 
Current Sub-topics

Information 1: Topic Candidates [SUB_GOAL]
---
Information 2: Attendees List [ATTENDEES]
---
Information 3: Previous Summary [PREV_SUMMARY]
---
Information 4: Chat History [CONTEXT]
---
Information 5: Last Topics Progress Status [SUB_GOAL_STATUS]
---
Information 6: Current Utterances [CUR]
---
Topic Status Definitions: [DIS_DEFINITION]
---
Your output must be in the following format:
Topic IDs: [Topic_IDs]
Summary: [Summary]
Answer: [Answer]
Updated Topics Progress Status: [Updated_Topics_Progress_Status]
Instruction 1: You need to output the topic ids you are updating from Information 1. 
Instruction 2: You need to summarize each attendee's opinion based on the Topic ID you are updating. 
The Summary MUST include ALL opinions and ALL attendees mentioned Previous Summary in 
Information 5 under the SAME Topic ID except it is None.
Instruction 3: Output your Updated Topics Progress Status that you decide to update using the format 
below (exactly same format used in the Last Topics Progress Status).
Updated Topics Progress Status: {"topic x": {"previous status": status x, "current status": status y}}
Now start:

Prompting Template

LLM Output: 
Sub-topic Status

Sub-topics Status Update Prompting

Statistics 
Computation

Participants Feature 
Extractor Computation

Module outputs: 
Participants 
statistics in 

terms of chime-
in Freq and Len. 

Long-term features: 
the number of 
words, chime-in 
times for large 
window, chime-in 
times for the topic.

Short-term features: 
the number of 
words, chime-in 
times for small local 
window.

Figure 12: Data flow for Dialog Analyzer, which includes participant feature extractor and three LLM-based
modules – sub-topic status update, utterance feature extractor, and accumulative summary update. The placeholders
(printed in purple) in the prompts are filled by sub-topics from the Sub-topic Generator, conversation signals such as
attendee names, and utterances in UNsw,i. The generated outputs (sub-topic status, accumulative summary, and
sub-topic being discussed, all printed in yellow) will be fed back to the sub-topics status update and accumulative
summary update as inputs for the execution in the next round.

A.2 Module Details and Prompting

A.2.1 Sub-topic Generator
To facilitate the sub-topic generation, users are re-
quired to provide user-input information I , which
includes a topic and may optionally include an
agenda, hints, and attendee roles. Hints represent
any supplementary details users wish to emphasize,
while attendee roles refer to the positions desig-
nated to participants. We observed that hints and
attendee roles can help reduce arbitrary and random
sub-topics.

Figure 11 shows the data flow for the generator
with sample prompts and prompt templates. The
purple text represents placeholders and is replaced

by user-input Topic, Hints, and Attendee Role dur-
ing execution to generate 3 sub-topics. Note that
Agenda is optional and is not shown in the figure.
Sub-topic Generator executes once before the chat
starts, and the sub-topics remain the same through-
out the conversation.

A.2.2 Dialog Analyzer
Figure 12 shows the data flow for the Dialog Ana-
lyzer. Only the participants feature extractor sub-
module is based on statistical computation and the
rest of the three sub-modules (sub-topic status up-
date, utterance feature extractor, and accumulative
summary update) are based on LLM inference re-
sults. Complete input prompt templates for the
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Direct Chatting Prompting

Information 1: Message from Human Coordinator [GOAL]
-----------
Information 2: Previous Summary [PREV_SUMMARY]
-----------
Information 3: Previous Topics Status [PREV_SUBGOAL_STATUS]
-----------
Information 4: Conversation Context [CONTEXT]
-----------
Information 5: Current Topic [CUR_GOAL]
-----------
Information 6: Current Utterance [CUR_UTT]
-----------
Instruction: in Current Utterance, there is a user pings you (@mubot) and requires you to make 
the response to him/her Current Utterance in Information 6. There are rules you must follow:
Rule 1: If Current Utterance only contains greeting or acknowledgement, you MUST politely and 
cutely respond to it. IGNORE the rest of rules.
Rule 2: If Current Utterance contains a question but you do NOT believe any search engine can 
find the relevant answer, you MUST infer user "You Are NOT SURE". IGNORE the rest of rules.
Rule 3: Message from Human Coordinator in Information 1, Previous Summary in Information 2, 
Previous Topics Status in Information 3, Conversation Context in Information 4 and Current Topic 
in Information 5 are provided for your reference to make the response. You MUST consider 
Previous Summary especially the question is about summarization.
Rule 4: If Current Utterance is just a personal opinion without any questions, request or any 
question-intents contains, you MUST provide your insights, ideas or details for the opinion.
Rule 5: If Current Utterance contains any question or request, you MUST properly answer it. You 
MUST be EXACTLY satisfies the request in the Current Utterance. Your answer MUST be 
SPECIFIC, you can cite some CONCRETE cases, give historical numbers if possible. Do NOT ask any 
question in your response.
Rule 7: Your response should use ADVISORY, INFORMAL and FRIENDLY tone.

Prompting Template

Cindy: thanks, it is helpful! 
@mubot

C i n d y:  d o  y o u  k n ow  h o w 
much is our budget? This info 
not in our agenda. If no, who 
might know this in our group? 
@mubot 

User-input messages:
MUCA Responses: 

MUCA: hi, Cindy! I  do not have  the 
exact budge information and do not 
sure about who exactly knows it, but 
Bob mentioned the budget issue earlier 
in the discussion. You might want to 
ask him if he has any information. 

MUCA: you are welcome. If you have 
a n y  q u e s t i o n s  o r  n e e d  f u r t h e r 
assistance, feel free to ask.

Cindy: @mubot, I think the 
personal choice changes via age.

MUCA: yes, Cindy! As you age, priorities 
shift: In your 20s, focus on growth; 30s, 
balance family and career; 40s-50s, 
maximize earnings; post-50s, value time 
and passions over compensation. 

Cindy: @mubot, can you 
summarize the opinions for each 
one using bullets?

MUCA: sure, here is the summary:
- cindy: prefers higher compensation 
when seeking a new job.
- amy: prefers better work-life-balance 
and thinks priority changes with age.

…… 

Acknowledgement

Out of Scope Request

Statement

Requests

Figure 13: Data flow for direct chatting dialog act, which includes the user-input message, its full prompting, and
MUCA’s responses. The placeholders (printed in purple) in the prompt are filled with user-input topic, previous
accumulative summary, sub-topics status, UNsw,i, sub-topics being discussed, and the last utterance. The generated
responses for different types of user-input messages corresponding to different rules in the prompting are depicted.

three LLM-based sub-modules where the purple
and yellow text represent placeholders are shown.
The purple ones are replaced by sub-topics from
the sub-topic generator, conversation signals such
as attendee names and utterances in the current con-
text window, and the yellow ones are replaced by
the generated outputs (sub-topic status, summary,
and current sub-topic) from other modules. The
outputs of the Dialog Analyzer will be fed into the
downstream Utterance Strategies Arbitrator mod-
ule to select the suitable dialog act for the response
generation.

Sub-topic Status Update: Three statuses are
defined (i.e., not discussed, being discussed, and
well discussed), which are defined differently for
different types of topics to avoid ambiguity. For ex-
ample, for goal-oriented communication tasks (i.e.,
decision-making, problem-solving, and open dis-
cussion), well-discussed refers to a situation where
a consensus has been reached by the majority of
participants, and the remaining participants do not
have any conflicting suggestions. However, in the
context of chit-chat communication, well-discussed
implies that participants engage in conversations
closely related and relevant to the sub-topic at hand.
Even though we focus on goal-oriented commu-
nication tasks (i.e., estimation, decision-making,
problem-solving, and open discussion) in our study,
we show an example of chit-chat conversation in
Appendix. A.6.

We have observed that differentiating between
being discussed and well discussed tends to be chal-
lenging, despite providing definitions for each term
to the LLMs. To improve the precision and accu-
rately update the status, the prompting utilizes the
CoT style (as shown in Figure 12). This method
initially returns the sub-topic IDs, followed by sum-
marizing each participant’s opinion using gener-
ated IDs based on the current context window and
previous summary. Subsequently, it determines
whether the discussion meets the definition of well
discussed according to the summary. Finally, the
status is updated based on the results.

Accumulative Summary Update: This sub-
module updates the summary for each participant
under different sub-topics of all past utterances
based on the current context window with a size
of Nsw, current sub-topics being discussed from
utterance feature extractor and previous summary,
enabling build a memory into the MUCA system.
The succinct summary is updated and stored with
respect to each participant under each sub-topic,
which is inspired by LLM orchestration tools like
LangChain (Chase, 2022) that extract entities from
stored messages and only returns information about
entities referenced in the current run. Instead of
relevant message retrieval based on the user-input
query to generate a response, we provide a succinct
summary for downstream modules to save compu-
tation costs for query understanding and retrieval.
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Sub-topic Transition Prompting

Information 1: Conversation Context
[CONTEXT]
-----------
Information 2: Current Topic
Here are the current Topic which is either well-discussed or not interesting 
anymore.
[CUR_GOAL]
-----------
Information 3: Next Topic Candidates
Here are the next topic candidates you need to choose ONLY one for users.
[SUB_GOAL]
-----------
Information 4: Hint
[HINT]
You need to use the hint to generate utterance.
-----------
Information 5: Previous Summary [PREV_SUMMARY]
-----------
Your output must be in the following format:
Next Topic: [Next_Topic]
Utterance: [Utterance]
where [Next_Topic] is the next topic in Information 3 you chosen for users to 
discuss next based on Hint. The [Utterance] is your response based on Hint.
-----------
Now start:

Prompting TemplateVery few attendee have talked this 
topic, they might be not interested in. 
You need to: (1) Provide your insights 
and ideas and say something to boost 
attendee's interests. (2) Do NOT choose 
any topic from Information 3, leave 
[Next_Topic] 'None' in your output. (3) 
Then, politely ask attendees if they want 
to continue to discuss the current topic.

Most of attendees have talked this 
topic before but very few are talking 
it now, they might be not interested 
in anymore. You need to: (1) Provide 
your insights and ideas and say 
something to boost attendee's 
interests. (2) Choose ONLY one topic 
from Information 3 based on the 
Current Topic in Information 2. (3) 
Politely ask if continue the ongoing 
discussion OR if they wants to switch 
the topic you chosen.

MUCA Responses: 

MUCA: Carpooling can 
save costs and be flexible! 
Shall we continue 
discussing transportation 
or switch to trail difficulty 

options for everyone’s 
preferences?

MUCA: I think both 
choices have their own 
advantages and it is great 
that we are considering 
them. However, I 
understand that not 
everyone not interested 

in this topic. So I’d like 
to ask if you all would like 
to continue discussing 
transportation?

Hint under Trigger Condition 1

Hint under Trigger Condition 2

Figure 14: Data flow for sub-topic transition dialog act, which includes hints for different trigger conditions, its
full prompts, and MUCA’s responses. The placeholders (printed in purple) in the prompt are filled by the current
sub-topic, next sub-topic candidates, previous summary, and UNsw,i with a size of Nsw. The generated responses
corresponding to different trigger conditions are depicted.

A.2.3 Utterance Strategies Arbitrator

Direct Chatting: In Figure 13, we show that the
MUCA responds adaptively to different types of re-
quests: greeting/acknowledgment, out-of-scope re-
quest, statement/comments, and regular request. To
avoid hallucination, we disallow MUCA to make
invalid assumptions beyond the user-input informa-
tion, but reasonable reasoning based on chatting
history is allowed (See the second example in Fig-
ure 13).

Participation Encouragement: Figure 15
shows that the proposed MUCA provides cus-
tomized message based on the participants’ chat-
ting statuses, which is recorded and transferred to
the hints for LLM based on the frequency of each
participant’s chime-in for various sub-topics.

Sub-topics Transition: Figure 14 shows the
MUCA transits sub-topic based on different trigger
conditions. When condition 1 is met, MUCA will
generate a hint that instructs this dialog act to ask
the participants if they are still interested in the
current sub-topic without proactively proposing the
next sub-topic to discuss. On the other hand, when
condition 2 is met, MUCA will generate a hint that
instructs this dialog act to ask the participants if
they are willing to consider switching to the new
sub-topic that MUCA suggests.

In-context Chime-in: Figure 16 shows the
MUCA responds based on different user-input con-
texts. MUCA keeps silent for pure chit-chat, pro-

vides insights when chat related to the topic, the
conversation is stuck, and solves concerns from
participants.

A.3 User Simulation

Figure 17 shows the prompt templates where purple
texts represent placeholders and will be replaced
when generating the input prompt for inference.
All prompts use a CoT style. For example, a virtual
user ID is first determined for the next turn and
then its speaking role is decided based on the user
ID. Figure 18 shows two examples of MUS for
different topics. Examples demonstrate that MUS
is able to mimic different user’s behavior based on
their speaking roles and utterance traits.

A.4 System Design

The user interface (UI), designed with JavaScript,
HTML, and CSS, is a static single-page web appli-
cation that is responsible for managing user login
and facilitating communication with the backend
server. Upon initial access, the UI presents a lo-
gin window and only denies entry if the username
already exists. Additionally, the interface trans-
mits user information and messages to the backend
server while also broadcasting MUCA’s messages
received from the backend server, ensuring they are
visible to all participants.

The backend server operates on a locally hosted
machine for experimentation purposes. It leverages
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Participation Encouragement Prompting

Information 1: Inactive Attendees Candidates & Status
The names are listed and followed by status. You need to use the status as the hint 
to generate utterance.
[INACTIVE_ATT]-----------
Information 2: Conversation Context [CONTEXT]
-----------
Information 3: Previous Summary [PREV_SUMMARY]
-----------
Information 4: Utterance Template
Hey, [Inactive_Attendee], [His/her Past History or Status], we are discussing xxx 
now, would you like to share more thoughts?
-----------
Instruction:
There are rules you must follow:
Rule 1: You MUST choose ONLY one attendee from Information 1. You need to 
generate utterance according to their status.
Rule 2: The generated utterance MIGHT follow Utterance Template, where is 
[Inactive_Attendee] ONE attendee you choose from Information 1, [His/her Past 
History or Status] is generated based on Previous Summary.
Rule 3: The generated utterance MUST consider the Conversation Context in 
Information 2 and Previous Summary in Information 3. Do NOT make up the 
information that does not in the Conversation Context and Previous Summary 
when you generate the utterance.
Rule 4: Your output must be in the following format:
Inactive Attendee: [Inactive_Attendee]
Utterance: [Utterance]
where [Inactive_Attendee] is ONE attendee you choose from Information 1. 
[Utterance] is the generated utterance
Now start:

Prompting Template

Amy: said very few 
words but need to check 
if said something useful

MUCA Responses: 

MUCA: Hey Amy, you 
mentioned concerns 
about cold weather 
and room availability 
earlier. We are 
discussing the event 
venue now, would 
you like to share 
more thoughts?

MUCA: Hey, Cindy, 
you have not shared 
your thoughts on 
the event venue yet. 
We are discussing 
public park vs 
learning center, 
would you like to 
share your opinion?

Customized 
Inactive Status 2

Cindy: did not say a 
word about the topic

Customized 
Inactive Status 1

Figure 15: Data flow for participation encouragement dialog act, which includes customized inactive participant
status (degree of interest), its full prompting, and MUCA’s responses. The placeholders (shown as purple) in the
prompting are filled by customized inactive participant status, previous accumulative summary from the upstream
module, and short-term context window with a size of Nsw. The generated responses are shown, corresponding to
different inactive participant statuses.

In-context Chime-in Prompting

Information 1: Message from Human Coordinator [GOAL]
-----------
Information 2: Previous Summary [PREV_SUMMARY]
-----------
Information 3: Previous Topics Status [PREV_SUBGOAL_STATUS]
-----------
Information 4: Topic [CUR_GOAL]
-----------
Information 5: Conversation Context [CONTEXT]
-----------
Information 6: Current Utterance [CUR_UTT]
-----------
Instructions:
Rule 1: Message from Human Coordinator in Information 1, Previous Summary in Information 2, 
Previous Topics Status in Information 3, Topic in Information 4 and Conversation Context in 
Information 5 provided for your reference to generate utterance.
Rule 2: You need to firstly determine if there is UNANSWERED question in the Current Utterances, 
which means the question is not answered by neither anyone else nor by MUBOT.
Rule 3: If there is no UNANSWERED question in the Current Utterances AND NOBODY talks about 
the Topic in the Current Utterances, MUST leave the generated utterance "NONE".
Rule 4: If there is no UNANSWERED question in the Current Utterances AND someone talks about 
the Topic in the Current Utterances, the generated utterance MUST provide NEW insights, details 
but MUST be CLOSELY relevant under the Topic in Information 4.
Rule 5: If there is any UNANSWERED question or request in the Current Utterances but you do NOT 
believe any search engine can find the relevant answer, you can provide your insights INSTEAD of 
answering the question.
Rule 6: If there is any UNANSWERED question or request in the Current Utterances but you believe 
any search engine can find the relevant answer, you MUST properly answer it FIRST. Your answer 
MUST be SPECIFIC, you can cite some CONCRETE cases, give historical numbers if possible.
Rule 7: DO NOT generate repeated or similar information and answered the same question 
according to your reponses in Conversation Context in Information 5.
Rule 8: Your output must be in the following format:
Unanswered Question: [Unanswered_Question]
Utterance: [Utterance]
where [Unanswered_Question] is unanswered question you plan to give the answer. Leave 
[Unanswered_Question] NONE if there is NO unanswered question in the past utterance. 
[Utterance] is the utterance you generate.
Now start:

Prompting Template

Cindy: thanks, pretty busy 
recently but I am doing fine, 
how are you Amy?

C i n d y :  w e  m i g h t  n e e d  t o 
consider the availability of 
spare rooms if we choose rent 
a room in a public park. 

User-input Contexts:
MUCA Responses: 

MUCA: It is great that we are 
considering both the public park and 
learning center options. Let us keep in 
mind the comfort of our participants 
and the availability of indoor spaces 
when making our final decision.

MUCA: None.

Dennis: Anyone knows how to 
estimate the cost of transportation?

MUCA: to estimate the transportation 
cost, we can consider the distance to the 
mountain location, the type of 
transportation and the number of 
vehicles needed for 50 members. We can 
then calculate the total cost based on 
fuel prices and rental fees if applicable. 

Cindy: What transportation are 
good choice for 50 people?

MUCA: For a group of 50 people, 
chartering a bus or arranging multiple 
vans would be suitable options. This 
would allow everyone to travel 
together and minimize the number of 
vehicles needed, making it more cost-
effective and environmentally friendly. 

Pure Chit-chat

Chat Related with Topic

Stuck Conversation

Unanswered Question

Cindy: I am not sure. @Amy?

Amy: no idea as well…

Dennis: I am all ears.

Figure 16: Data flow for participation encouragement dialog act, which includes customized inactive participant
status (degree of interest), its full prompting, and MUCA’s responses. The placeholders (printed in purple) in the
prompt are filled with customized inactive participant status, previous accumulative summary from the upstream
module, and UNsw,i. The generated responses corresponding to different inactive participant statuses are depicted.
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Topics: [TOPIC]
-----------
Conversation Context: [CONTEXT]
-----------
Current Utterance: [CUR_UTT]
-----------
Attendees Speaking Roles Candidates:
[ATTENDEES_ROLE_CAND]
-----------
Instructions: your goal is to output the attendee name who should talk next 
according to following rules. Your output must be in the following format:
Current Topic: [Current_Topic]
Attendee Name: [Attendee_Name]
Role: [Role]
where [Current_Topic] is generated based on Rule 1. [Attendee_Name] is 
generated according to Rule 2, 3, 4 and 5. [Role] is one speaking role you 
chosen for the attendee according to Rule 6.
-----------
Rule 1: You need to determine which Topics Current Utterance given above 
is talking about. Output topic's full name from Topics instead of just their 
IDs.
Rule 2: Choose the attendee who should talk next based on Current Topic 
and Conversation Context.
Rule 3: Do NOT choose "MUBOT" as [Attendee_Name], you MUST choose 
other attendee names, which included in Attendees Speaking Roles 
Candidates. 
Rule 4: If Current Utterance calls an attendee (except for "MUBOT"), you 
must output this attendee if this attendee is NOT "MUBOT". Only output 
one attendee even though Current Utterance calls more than one 
attendees. 
Rule 5: Only output his/her name without any punctuations. Do NOT output 
"MUBOT".
Rule 6: Based on the Conversation Context and Attendee you chosen to 
speak next, you need to choose the most suitable speaking role for him/her 
from Attendees Speaking Roles Candidates.
Now start:

User Utterance Generation Prompting
CoT-style Prompting

Chat Snippets to Mimic: [CHAT_SNIPPETS]
-----------
Message from human coordinator: [GOAL]
-----------
Previous Summary: [PREV_SUMMARY]
-----------
Conversation Context: [CONTEXT]
-----------
Current Topic: [CUR_TOPIC]
-----------
Your Name: [CUR_SPEAEKR]
-----------
Your Speaking Role: [ROLE]
-----------
Number of Words in Your Utterance: [NUM_WORDS]
-----------
Your Speaking Personality Candidates: [PERSONALITY]
-----------
Instruction:
Your task is to generate an utterance for the next turn based on the following rules:
Rule 1: you need to firstly choose the most suitable speaking personality based on Conversation Context, Previous Summary, Current Topic, 
Number of Words in Your Utterance, Your Speaking Role and speaking style in Chat Snippets to Mimic.
Rule 2: you need to mimic [CUR_SPEAEKR]'s tone and speaking style from Chat Snippets to Mimic to generate his/her utterance.
Rule 3: you need to generate an utterance based on Previous Summary, Your Speaking Role, Conversation Context and the chosen personality.
Rule 4: you MUST follow the speaking logic and style of [CUR_SPEAEKR] in Chat Snippets to Mimic to generate his/her utterance.
Rule 5: the generated utterance MUST under the Current Topic EXCEPT that Speaking Role is "topic shifter".
Rule 6: if Speaking Role is "clarifier", JUST try to clarify the opinions WITHOUT asking any questions.
Rule 7: ASK question ONLY when Speaking Role is "questioner". If so, [QUESTIONER_HINT]
Rule 8: do NOT generate repeat, similar utterances with [CUR_SPEAEKR]'s past utterances from Previous Summary.
Rule 9: do NOT generate repeat, similar utterances with past utterances from Conversation Context.
Rule 10: the generated utterance's content MUST follow the Speaking Role and its style MUST follow the chosen speaking personality.
Rule 11: Your output must be in the following format:
Personality: [Personality]
Utterance: [Utterance]
where [Personality] is the personality you chosen and [Utterance] is the utterance you generate is around [NUM_WORDS] words.
Now start:

CoT-style Prompting

Chat Record: [CHAT_RECORD]
-----------
Attendee Name: [ATTENDEE_NAME]
-----------
Role Candidates: [ROLE_CAND]
-----------
Personality Candidates: [PERSONALITY_CAND]
-----------
Instruction:
Your task is to classify [ATTENDEE_NAME]'s speaking roles and personalities ONLY from his/her utterances from Chat Record based on the following rules:
Rule 1: you need to first choose 3 most suitable speaking roles ONLY from [ATTENDEE_NAME]'s utterances in Chat Record. You MUST follow his/her speaking logic to make the choice.
Rule 2: you need to then choose 4 most suitable speaking personalities based on chosen Roles and ONLY from [ATTENDEE_NAME]'s utterances in Chat Record. You MUST follow his/her speaking logic to make the choice.
Rule 3: Your output must be in the following format:
Roles: [Roles]
Personalities: [Personalities]
where [Roles] are 3 roles you chosen and they MUST be separated with #. [Personalities] are 4 personalities you chosen and they MUST be separated with #.
Now start:

CoT-style Prompting

User Behavior Resembling Prompting

Figure 17: Prompting for multi-user simulator (MUS). All placeholders (purple) are filled with pre-defined settings
or outputs from upstream modules and the LLM agent when generating the input prompts for LLM. In the prompt,
we use speaking personalities to replace utterance traits for better interpretation of LLM.

   Amy: What factors should we consider in choosing the venue?
   Bob: Maybe accessibility, comfort, and space?
   Amy: OK, does the learning center have enough space for our event?
   Bob: The learning center can accommodate 20 participants, but we should 
ensure it's easily accessible and comfortable for everyone.
   Dennis: How's the park's accessibility, Bob?
   Bob: The park is accessible, but weather might affect the comfort of our event.
   Amy: How do we ensure the learning center's comfort level, @mubot?
   [MUCA]: To ensure the learning center's comfort level, we can visit the venue 
beforehand to check the seating arrangements, temperature control, and noise 
levels. Additionally, we can gather feedback from previous events held at the 
learning center to understand the overall comfort experienced by attendees.
   Dennis: Considering the learning center's fee, would it be a significant burden 
on our budget?
   [MUCA]: It's important to consider the budget when choosing a venue. If the 
learning center's fee is within our budget, it could be a great option for the book 
exchange event.
   Dennis: @mubot, what is the exact budget allocated for the venue selection?
   [MUCA]: I'm sorry, but I don't have the exact budget information for the venue 
selection. You may need to consult with the event organizer or check the budget 
plan to find the allocated budget for the venue.
   Cindy: If the budget allows, I'd vote for the learning center.
 

Example 1

   Cindy: How do we ensure that community endorsements don't overpower the 
qualifications of other candidates?
   Amy: Perhaps we can establish a standardized evaluation rubric to ensure 
fairness for all?
  Cindy: Yes, standardized evaluation helps fairness.
    Bob: Can we assign a weight to community endorsements in our evaluation 
rubric?
    Dennis: I believe it's important to create a balanced evaluation system that 
considers both community endorsements and the candidates' qualifications, 
ensuring a fair chance for everyone.
   [MUCA]: To ensure fairness for candidates without recommendations, we 
could set a limit on the impact of endorsements in the evaluation process. This 
way, qualifications and experience would still play a significant role in the 
selection, preventing endorsements from overpowering other factors.
   Bob: @mubot, how do we weigh community endorsements fairly?
   [MUCA]: To weigh community endorsements fairly, we could assign a specific 
percentage or weight to them in the evaluation rubric. For example, we could 
allocate 20% of the total score to endorsements, while the remaining 80% would 
be based on qualifications, experience, and other relevant factors. This way, we 
can ensure that endorsements play a role in the selection process without 
overpowering the candidates' qualifications.
    Amy: Balancing endorsements and qualifications is crucial.

Example 2

Figure 18: Two examples of group conversations between the proposed MUS and the proposed MUCA.
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Topic: [GOAL]
-----------
Chat History:
it is the up-to-now chat history which is formed as a 
list of dictionaries in the json format. The username 
and the corresponding utterances are the keys and 
values in dictionaries, respectively. The conversation 
happens sequentially. If the username is "MUBOT", 
it is your previous utterance. 
[CONTEXT]
-----------
Attendees [ATTENDEES]
-----------
Instructions: you are a multi-user chatbot (named 
MUBOT) that participates in the conversation. Your 
task is to generate an utterance based on Chat 
History. There are some rules you must follow: 
Rule 1: Topic and Chat History for your reference to 
generate utterance. 
Rule 2: You should reply to user's question if user 
pings you explicitly using @mubot. 
Rule 3: If you think it is not a good timing to chime-
in, reply with "(Chatbot remains silent)". 
Rule 4: Your output must be in the following format: 
Utterance: [Utterance] 
where [Utterance] is the utterance you generate. 
Now start:

Prompting Template

Baseline-small Prompting

Figure 19: The prompting of baseline-small. The place-
holders (printed in purple) in the prompt are filled with
user input information, a short context window, and at-
tendees’ names.

       amy: I think maybe we should start a company so that we can control work life 
balance.
       cindy: I think so
       amy: how about getting unemployed and claiming social benefit?
       bob: @amy, brilliant idea
       bob: @mubot, what do you think
   [MUCA]: @bob, while claiming social benefits might be an option, it's important 
to consider the long-term effects on one's career and personal growth. It's 
generally better to focus on finding a job that offers a good balance between 
compensation and work-life, or exploring alternative options like freelancing or 
starting a company, as we've discussed earlier.
       amy: Yeah, nowadays I don't think it gives us enough money to live.
       bob: how about immigrate to low-cost countries?
       cindy: that sounds a possible solution.
   [MUCA]: As a reminder, let me summarize:

Attendees discussed various options for achieving a better work-life balance, 
including freelancing, starting a company, and immigrating to low-cost countries.

My Opinion: It's crucial to explore different career paths and prioritize personal 
values, as well as being open to reasonable solutions for achieving a satisfying 
work-life balance.
       bob: We can have more options like get a farm,or join military?
       cindy: Maybe, @mubot, how about that
   [MUCA]: Hey Cindy! I think you're asking about getting a farm or joining the 
military as alternative options for achieving a better work-life balance. Both options 
can provide unique experiences and opportunities. Farming can offer a more 
relaxed lifestyle and a connection to nature, while the military can provide job 
security, benefits, and a sense of purpose. However, it's essential to consider the 
challenges and commitments associated with each choice before making a decision.

WLB vs Salary

Figure 20: An example of group chat about chit-chat
topics.

WebSocket protocol for bi-directional communi-
cations to enable multi-user conversations. The
backend server is responsible for monitoring in-
coming messages from all users, and distributing
these messages out to the other users. It also man-

ages broadcasting system messages and processes
login requests. The backend server maintains a
record of all connected users, including MUCA,
which is a special user that also communicates with
other users via the backend.

MUCA establishes an asynchronous connection
with the backend server. Upon receiving incoming
messages from users, MUCA determines appro-
priate dialog acts, taking chat history and relevant
factors into consideration (as elaborated in Sec. 3).
Subsequently, MUCA’s response is sent back to the
backend server for broadcasting. Incoming mes-
sages are accumulated in a queue and are processed
periodically to better handle API call burst.

A.5 Baseline-small Prompting
Figure 19 shows the prompting of baseline-small.
Given the input of user-input information I , short-
term context window UNsw,i, and participants’
names, baseline-small will generate the response
based on the instructions. baseline-small is also
equipped with the capabilities of keeping silent
and direct chatting. Examples and comparison are
given in Appendix 4.2.2.

A.6 More Experimental Results
Chit-chat Group Conversation using MUCA:
Figure 20 shows the example for a chit-chat topic:

• Topic: During today’s chat, each attendee is
going to share their personal choices of pri-
oritizing compensation and work-life-balance
when seeking a new job. Hint: encourage peo-
ple to share their personal choices. Participant
roles: they are seeking new jobs.

For chit-chat topics (non-goal-oriented commu-
nication), we found that MUCA does not play the
same important roles as in goal-oriented communi-
cations, since the goal in chit-chat is sharing opin-
ions rather than reaching agreements. In this con-
text, summarizing, voting, or similar functionalities
are less critical compared to goal-oriented group
conversations.
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